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fair for the erotic industry
• Only for trade members
• Free admittance for
registered trade members
• In-depth conversations in
a relaxed atmosphere
• Internationales and
marketrelevant exhibitors
• Bus shuttle to the
partner hotels

• Catering service for
your customers included
• Unique exhibition area at
the EXPO City Hanover
• Oktoberfest for all
axhibitors and visitors
Contact:
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eroFame GmbH
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Tel: +49(0)5138 60 220 – 14
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To all visitors and

exhibitors of eroFame
S ta te m e n ts f ro m th e members o f th e ero Fa me a dviso ry bo a rd
Dear partners, dear visitor of the eroFame,
Corona has presented us all with very
special challenges. If we can support you
(e. g. with samples, advertising material or
promotions), then of course you don‘t have
to wait until the next eroFame ;-)
Please contact us today so we can find joint
solutions for more sales for you. Of course,

it is also a great pity for us that the eroFame
cannot take place in our hometown this
year. The hope of the entire JOYDIVISION
team is that we will be able to invite you to
Hannover in 2021 for a great eroFame.
Stay healthy!

Oliver Redschlag

Dear business partners,
We miss you! We miss the personal
exchanges, the face-to-face chats,
and the entire ORION team is deeply
saddened by the fact that there will
be no eroFame to look forward to
this October.

Sven Jacobsen

The previous months have been
everything but ordinary, and we do not
know what the upcoming months may
hold. But the current global situation is
what it is, and so far, ORION has been
coping quite well, working together
closely with our partners in the retail
trade. People spend more time at home

Hauke Christiansen
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- that is obviously a good thing for our
industry. So, let’s make the most of this
opportunity, together!
We and our Product Managers have
come up with many innovative, new
products this year, further bolstering an
assortment of tried and true top-sellers.
That gives us and our business partners
confidence as we look to the fall and
holiday season.
We wish you successful business and
the best of health. Until we meet again
in 2021!
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Alexander Giebel

Werner Tiburtius and Adrian Schneider

pjur has been committed to quality and
safety for more than 25 years. These
cornerstones have made an important
contribution to our success in this „year
of the corona pandemic“: We have been
able to carry on production without any
interruptions and continue to supply
customers the world over. Our personal
support for customers also continued
uninterrupted by phone and video chat,
while product training courses were held
as webinars. At the same time, we also
created offers on the market such as
the launch of pjur DESINFECT, the free
PoS kit on hand hygiene and our pjur
masks. In autumn, we will continue to

make our mark: From 14-16 October,
we will be inviting stakeholders to visit
our virtual eroFame booth at any time
of the day and from any location as part
of our pjur Digital Days. Visitors will also
be able to book appointments with pjur
account managers in the usual way – the
meetings will be held digitally. I would
therefore like to invite you all to register
for the event and book appointments
because we are here for YOU. Register
now at www.pjur.com/digitaldays. I wish
us all a successful autumn with plenty
of revenue and look optimistically to the
future, hoping we can meet again in person in Hanover by next year at the latest.

First of all, we’d like to
send love and regards
to our customers,
suppliers, and all the
visitors of eroFame.
Unfortunately, we
won’t be seeing you at
Hanover this year - a
year that has been
defined by COVID-19,
confronting us with far-reaching restrictions
in our private and professional lives.
The global outbreak of the coronavirus
has had the most severe impact on our
society. To prevent the uncontrolled spread
of the virus, we were forced to limit our
social interactions, and large gatherings
were prohibited. Many of our customers
- especially those in bricks and mortar
retailing - had to take a severe hit because
they couldn’t open their stores for weeks
on end, and even when they were allowed
to open again, fears among the customers
and strict safety measures made it
impossible for them to return to normalcy.

It is unfortunate that eroFame won’t be
taking place this year, but big events
are still too much of a safety risk. By
cancelling the show, the organisers have
acted responsibly and in the interest
of everybody involved. For that, we
thank them!
We - the team of S&T Rubber - will
definitely be missing the eroFame
atmosphere and getting to meet all of
you. This show is and has always been a
special highlight for us!
However, our team has been keeping
busy, and we have many new and
interesting products for our customers,
which will all be presented in our big
catalogue this October, in celebration of
the upcoming 40-year anniversary of our
company in 2021. In our online shop,
www.strubbi.com, you can already check
out all the new products today!
We hope to be shaking hands with you at
eroFame 2021 again, and we wish you all
the best, business success and, above all,
good health!
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In these challenging times, our industry
- like many others - is forced to find
new ways to reach the end-consumer.
Whether it’s by shifting to online sales or
making your store COVID-proof: We’re
all committed to staying pleasurable and
staying profitable. That is exactly why
SCALA is hosting a special ‘Show Must
Go On’ promotion, running the entire
month of October. Instead of just 3 days
of offers, as you would normally find at
eroFame, we decided to give you 31
days of deals. In the special ‘Show Must
Go On’ promotion, retailers can take
advantage of 5% to 10% off on bigname brands, with the brands and labels
on offers changing weekly.
The ‚Show Must Go On‘ promotion
is just one of the many ways SCALA
is helping retailers to maximise their
potential whilst keeping a safe distance.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-restrictions,
our face-to-face contact has been
extremely limited. Though we fully
support the health measures in place, we
regret missing out on the opportunity to
greet our valued customers and contacts
at events such as eroFame and the
SCALA In-House Experience Event. That
is why we’re extra grateful for the chance
to meet with you - our retailers - digitally.
Our sales team, Account Managers,
and the CalExotics Brand Manager
are available for online meetings and
staff trainings, be it via Zoom or other
platforms - whatever works best for
you. We are here to help you succeed
and are fully committed to providing
you with the same premium level of
service you expect from us. Whether it’s
a one-on-one sales meeting, product
demonstration, or brand training; for you
- we’re always online!

Trudy Pijnacker

Walter Kroes
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Besides a strong and ongoing
commitment to service and quality,
SCALA is also continuously looking
for new ways to complement our
brand portfolio. We’re thrilled to have
exclusive distribution rights to musthave brands and collections, including
CalExotics, We-Vibe, PRIVATE, and
more. We’ve also recently been named
Elite Distribution Partner of Pipedream
Products, which grants our customers
special access to the brand’s fantastic
portfolio of products. Besides globally
established brands, SCALA also wants
to serve as a platform for start-up brands
with profitable potential. An example
is Happy Diva, the newest exclusive
name in our brand line-up. This dynamic
intimate care and wellness brand has a
young, fresh, and trendy brand appeal
- making it a stand-out collection in any
in-store or online display.
We’re also focusing strongly on new
product development and branding, and
have plenty of exciting releases coming
this fall/winter. We can’t reveal all the
details yet… But we can disclose that
we’re adding new products to bestselling collections such as TOYJOY, and
we have various new labels from our
exclusive partners such as CalExotics
and We-Vibe arriving soon. Keep an
eye on our SCALA newsletter, PLAY
magazine, Instagram page, scala.erotic,
and the SCALA website to stay up-todate on new arrivals.
We hope you stay safe, stay
profitable, and stay pleasurable in this
unprecedented time. If there is anything
we can do to help you succeed, do not
hesitate to contact us. Let’s connect
remotely and use all new ways of
working together.
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To all our colleagues in the industry. Dear business friends

Wieland Hofmeister

We, the organisers of eroFame, deeply
regret the cancellation of this year’s eroFame. For many of us, the current pandemic
has been a source of considerable economic troubles, and we all have to cope
with this situation and focus on the better
times that await on the horizon. We will get
through this crisis, no one in the team has
any doubt about that!
Many of you have already told us of an
upward trend in your business. Those are
highly positive signs – the kind of beacon
we need so badly right now. The kind

07

of beacon that will guide us through the
upcoming months with confidence.
We will be missing the personal meetings
and encounters with you this year, we will
miss the community spirit of our wonderful
industry, and we will be thinking of you.
Let’s accept the current situation for what it
is, make the best of it and look forward to
next year when we will be welcoming you
to eroFame 2021!
On that note, we wish you the best.
Stay healthy!

presents
Our virtual eroFame booth

pjur Digital Days is a global event involving
pjur customers and partners from more than 70 different countries.
The three-day program includes exciting talks,
new input for your business and valuable information.
We'll also be celebrating our 25-year anniversary.

We can't wait to welcome you to our online event!
One click and you're in.
Register now!

pjur.com/digitaldays
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YOUR HIGHLIGHTS
We speak global!
• All video content available in
up to seven languages.
Inside pjur
• A look behind the scenes. A tour
around the pjur headquarters.
• How is pjur "made"?
• Who are the faces behind the
success of pjur's products and
the pjur brand?
Secrets!
2,000 consumers have told
us their personal lubricant
secrets: International, direct,
personal.
Everyone can win!
It's part of our tradition. We're
giving away two iPad Airs.
Experience our popular pjur
eroFame prize draw live.

pjur expert tips for you
• Online sales – reach more
customers & generate revenue
faster
• The pjur Brand Space effect –
Setting up & added value
• Mini Collection – Clever sales
tips from first-hand experience
• Successfully selling pjur at the
PoS – real tips with real value
• Behind the brand – Market
data & marketing concept
• Medical devices – Background
& benefits for you

Networking & Socializing
Wherever you are in the world,
however large your business is,
however many people you have
in your team - be part of pjur
Digital Days and become part of
the pjur family.
Letting our
customers speak
• Internationally renowned
companies speak to pjur
• Real success stories from the
industry!

Live video chats
Live video chats with pjur
account managers.
Let's plan 2021!
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THANKS TO OUR CUSTOMERS
AND SUPPLIERS …
for 40 years of loyalty and partnership –
we will continue to be by your side!
Adrian Schneider & Werner Tiburtius

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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You are welcome to contact us at any time: JOYDIVISION international AG
Wiesenauer Strasse 11 · 30179 Hannover · Germany
Tel. +49 (0)511/67 99 666-66 · Fax 67 99 666-888
sales@JOYDIVISION.de · www.JOYDIVISION.de

*

Deal Alert: SCALA’s Show Must Go On
Looking for ways to maximize your sales profits in these challenging times?
Then get ready for SCALA’s special ‘Show Must Go On’ promotion this October!
This limited-time promotional period is the ideal opportunity to score premium products
at extra-attractive pricing, enabling you to take advantage of better sales margins on
big-name brands. Instead of just 3 days of offers, as you would normally find at Erofame,
you get 4 weeks of deals*.
The Show Must Go On promotion at SCALA will run for 4 weeks in October 2020.
Each week, selected labels and brands will be on offer with 10% discount*.
Furthermore, all orders placed at SCALA in October are automatically entered in our
special ‘Show Must Go On’ prize draw. At the end of the promotional period,
winners will be drawn at random and receive a prize-package filled with
best-selling SCALA products and exclusive brands.
Take advantage of the special, limited time ‘Show Must Go On’ promotion at SCALA
this October, and profit from 10% off* your favorite brands. The labels that are on offer
change weekly, so make sure to re-visit this profitable promotion frequently!
* The discount only applies to online orders placed via our website: www.scala-nl.com

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

2009-030

SEE YOU 2021

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. + 49 461 5040-210 or -114 · Fax + 49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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Pipedream Products fortifies international

presence with new European team

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

New team will oversee brand-new EU warehouse, headquarters, and showroom facilities

As of recently, the logo of
sex toy brand EasyToys
adorns the jerseys of
football club FC Emmen, a
team in the top division of
Dutch football. You could
look at this news and take
it as another example that
sex toys have reached the
mainstream, but that’s not
the whole story: The club
was looking for a jersey
sponsor to bolster their
finances, so they approached EasyToys. Both
parties quickly arrived at an
agreement. EasyToys was
looking forward to greater
national popularity, and the
football team were rubbing
their hands at the prospect
of a lucrative sponsorship
deal. Everything could
have been so easy - but
then, the KNVB (Koninklijke Nederlandse Voetbal
Bond), the Dutch football
association, protested this
sponsorship deal. Football
and sex toys? As far as
the ladies and gentlemen
at the KNVB headquarters
were concerned, that was
going way too far. There
were talks between the
club and the association,
and at one point, it seemed
as though the matter would
have to be decided in front
of a judge. At the eleventh
hour, the association relented, and now, the players of
FC Emmen can finally walk
onto the pitch with their EasyToys jerseys - which have
gotten a positive response
from the fans and seem to
be selling well, by the way!

West Hills, USA – Pipedream Products has fortified its international presence with the addition of a strategic European team comprised of three key members: Annika Scherer, Florian
Wittich, and Lieske Fieblinger. As part of the company’s global expansion plans, this team
was assembled to reinforce Pipedream’s commitment to making its award-winning products even more available worldwide and gives customers direct access to top-tier service.

A

nnika Scherer joins Pipedream as
its General Manager of Europe.
She describes herself as “customer
obsessed” and is responsible for all dayto-day operations in the new Germanbased headquarters, which includes
overseeing accounts and sales, strategic
analysis, and planning for the European

market. She also works closely with the
U.S. Senior Leadership Team on all of
Pipedream’s goals and initiatives. As
Senior Sales and Business Development
Manager for the EU, Florian Wittich
takes care of Pipedream clients based
in Scandinavia, Benelux, the UK, and
Russia. He enjoys chiming in on strategic
decisions solving problems in ways
that benefit all involved, and though the
pandemic is keeping him off the road
for now, Wittich looks forward to going
on the road and talking with Pipedream
partners in person. Lieske Fieblinger

That‘s it for this month,
Matthias Johnson
22

is Pipedream’s Marketing and Project
Manager for Europe and supports
Annika and Florian while working
closely with the company’s in-house
marketing and graphic team. With a
passion for creativity, design, planning,
and implementation, Fieblinger enjoys
creating the marketing infrastructure
and strategy
to amplify the
Pipedream
brand in
Europe.
“We have
an excellent
team behind
our European
expansion, and I could not have asked
for better people to manage these
essential roles,” Pipedream Products
CEO Matthew Matsudaira said. “Annika,
Florian, and Lieske are doing an excellent
job fortifying our brand presence overseas
and we’re so proud of what they bring
to the table. We are excited for the next
step in Pipedream’s strategic international
development and appreciate our loyal
customers’ support and trust in the
process. The Pipedream team and I look
forward to offering the industry an even
higher level of service.”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 0
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System JO fronts Harmony Oxford

Street windows for new store opening
JO Flavoured Clitoral Arousal Gels

London, England - System JO are excited to announce that they were able to partner with Harmony Store in Oxford Street
for their new store opening. As many people will know Harmony have recently moved stores on Oxford Street and System JO
were very fortunate to be able to work with them for the re-opening of their new flagship store.

H

armony are renowned for their eye catching
window displays and collaborative approach with brands throughout the industry.
System JO European Sales Manager Becky
Buffham commented: “We were thrilled to be
given the opportunity to team up with Jamie
and the Harmony team at such an exciting
time with their new store opening, and be1on 17/09/2020
RCC_Wholesale_TradeAd_EAN_Mag_HalfPage.pdf

13:37

part of this journey with them”.
The display focuses on one of
System JO’s latest launches, and
they chose to feature the new
JO Flavoured Clitoral Arousal
Gels, fronting the window display
bringing a fresh playful vibe to the
front of store.

L VE
CONQUERS ALL

RCC Wholesale has been at the heart of the
sexual health supplement business since 1997.
We’re trusted by 100s of businesses to deliver repeat sales, supply the lowest
trade prices, and provide profit-focused product development and POS support.
Explore our huge range of brands including best seller GoldMAX.

ORDER TODAY: WWW.RCC-WHOLESALE.COM
E: TRADE@RCC-WHOLESALE.COM

RCC WHOLESALE
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Charismatic and Romance
New from Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - The Charismatic and Romance collections are two great additions
to Tonga’s vast range of Dream Toys that they keep expanding all the time. The toys stand
out because of their unusual colours and luxury appearance. Charismatic lifestyle – Charismatic is the name of the toy range that features vibrators made of soft, food grade silicone
with strong and deep vibrations, sporting a sophisticated yet fresh appearance and a distinct coral pink colour that is combined with rose gold coloured accents

T

hink of picknicks in a park with
peaches and cherries, think of
roller-skating, or picking daisies under a
blue sky, imagine enjoying a vegan salad
in the sun, white sneakers and crop tops.
That is what Tonga had in mind while
designing the Charismatic toys to give
them a distinct appearance.Functionality and ease of use were top priority,
which is why these toys have 7 pulsating
passion patterns and 3 speeds, why
they are all USB rechargeable and are
fully waterproof. The mood of Romance – Imagine a deep red velvet couch
with button tufting, imagine a Bourgogne
wine and rose petals on a bed, imagine
dark chocolate cherry pralines, Japanese
bamboo fans, deep red kimonos, a ruby
gem and a crystal bowl with raspberries
and blackberries. These are the images
that inspired Tonga to design the Romance toy collection. They wanted them to

be classy and romantic on the outside,
and full of high quality technology on the
inside.The Romance toy range features
vibrators in burgundy red with a diamond
shaped texture in the soft, food grade
silicone, offering 3 speeds and 7 vibrating
passion rhythms, all being fully waterproof and easily rechargeable with USB.
See them vibrate – To give retailers and
their customers the best impression of
the Romance and Charismatic toys they
uploaded multiple images of them to their
product pages, so retailers can view them
from several angles. Tonga is also creating product videos in which the products
are vibrating. For each separate product
a product video is available as well. It’s a
great way to sum up the functionality and
advantages of each toy and shows more
than pictures can. Retailers can feel free
to use the videos on their websites or
social media channels.

Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER
now offers two new articles of the brand
REBEL Both articles are masturbators,
which are convincing by their high quality
and many vibration levels. Both products

are now available. If you have any further
questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service
will be happy to help under the telephone
number: +49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit
the online shop: www.strubbi.com.

New products from REBEL now at ST RUBBER

24
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Werner Susemichel
has passed away

The erotic market has lost one of its pioneers

HEAD MASK
2493080 3001

Biebertal, Germany - Shortly before the editorial
deadline, we received the sad news that Werner

4 PCS.
SET

Susemichel, founder of the German retail chain
ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH & Co. KG, died on
23 September at the age of 81 years.

2493071 3101

W

erner Susemichel founded his company,
which was then called ‚Fist-ClassVersand‘, in 1962 in Heuchelheim, where
he opened his first store three years later.
The number of stores grew rapidly: in 1974
there were ten, in 1986 there were already
20 ‚FCV‘ stores. In 1990 the first ORION
store opened and only nine years later the
company celebrated its 100th store. Today,
ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH with its more
than 150 stores is one of Europe‘s most
successful companies in the erotic retail. Werner
Susemichel was undoubtedly a pioneer of the
erotic market.Especially in the early years of his
business activities, he showed perseverance
and always stuck to his goals despite great
resistance from society and politics. Through
his commitment he made shopping in the erotic
retail socially acceptable and laid the foundation
for the market as we know it today. Our deepest
sympathy goes to his wife, his family and all
those who mourn his passing. Our deepest
sympathy goes to his wife, his family and all
those who are mourning for him.

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
2009-004
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SHOTS adds Coquette Elite

Packaged line to its assortment
Various products
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Now available at SHOTS, the Elite Packaged lingerie
line by Coquette, a wide assortment of styles that are seductively sexy.

C

oquette is a family owned Canadian
company founded in 1979.
With over 40 years of experience in
manufacturing innovative lingerie, it’s
safe to say that Coquette, understands
the meaning of sexy. This unique
Packaged Lingerie collection, offers
a variation of styles including roleplay
lingerie, teddys, matching bra and panty
sets and much more. The designs are
fun, flirty and fashion forward but most
importantly they are easy-to-wear styles
for a sexy, playful experience. The
packaged lingerie has a unique colour-

coordinated palette, perfect for creating
eye catching, mix and match displays
in stores. The packaging has mood
focused, tasteful imagery and perfectly
designed display boxes. SHOTS carries
all the best-selling models of the Elite
Packaged line, at very reasonable and
friendly prices. The easy fit in both
regular and Queen sizes, make them a
good addition to any store. For more
information please contact Maura Claes
on maura@shots.nl. Maura is also
available for an in-depth training on the
brand and its products. 

Pump up your profits with TOYJOY Manpower
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Great news
for fans of TOYJOY Manpower: the
collection’s best-selling Power Pump
now has full stock availability at SCALA.
This sleek penis pump will keep consumers rock-hard and train their stamina,
whilst letting retailers take advantage of
fantastic sales margins on this TOYJOY
favorite.
The classic Power Pump has been a
continuous best-seller since its introduction in the TOYJOY Manpower collection.
Though basic in design, the pump offers
maximum functionality and pleasure;
26

and is a rock-solid favorite, even without
fancy features. This pump is a must-have
essential for all men who want to pump
up the pleasure and comes with very
attractive pricing to make it affordable to
all. Easy-to-use, easy-to-clean, and with
a handy measuring gauge to see progress: this product makes pumping simple and enjoyable. SCALA has stocked
up big on the Power Pump by TOYJOY
Manpower, ensuring that all 4 colors
– black, red, purple, and blue – of the
design are fully in stock. All packaged in
modern, slat-wall compatible boxes. 
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Playharda Wholesale becomes
UK Distributor for MyStim
Electrosex
0598534

Chester, England - Playharda Wholesale are
proud to announce a new partnership with
Mystim, becoming the UK distributor for their
product range.

“M

yStim are known for beautiful, high
quality products that come in luxurious
packaging. Attention to detail is a key feature
of MyStim products, and customers are
always thrilled to receive their order. Opening
up the packaging is an
experience, and we’re
pleased to be bringing
this experience to
retailers and their
customers in the
UK”, Danny Miller,
Company Director of
Playharda Wholesale,
says. MyStim features a
range of premium electrosex
products, from power boxes
(Including the Cluster Buster
and Sultry Subs, built for wireless
fun!), electro masturbators and surface
stimulators to self-powered e-stim vibrators
and electro chastity cages. “This luxury brand
is a perfect fit in almost every sector of the
market, from high-end, boutique stores to
hardcore BDSM retailers, and we’re thrilled
to be the new UK Distributor for this exciting
range of products,” Danny adds. “If you’re
already carrying some of the MyStim range,
one of the team should be in touch with you
soon, but if you don’t hear from us, feel free
to contact us and we will be more than happy
to help.”

0598003

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
2009-005
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GET YOUR
COLOR

Tel. + 49 461 5040-210 or -114 · Fax + 49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de
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CalExotics launches sexual wellness
products with Dr. Sherry Ross
She-ology and They-ology collections
Ontario, USA-. CalExotics has teamed up with award-winning OB/GYN, sexual health
educator and best-selling author Dr. Sherry Ross to launch a variety of sexual wellness
products. The She-ology and They-ology collections are designed to help people train, improve and enhance their sexual health to make intimate encountersmore pleasurable. The
collections feature five new products:

S

he-ology CBD-Infused Love Oil: An
all-natural, long-lasting, CBD-infused
organic coconut lubricant and massage
oil. / She-ology Interchangeable Weighted
Kegel Set: Six interchangeable, silicone
weights ergonomically designed to tighten
and tone the pelvic muscles. / She-ology Advanced 3-piece Wearable Vaginal
Dilator Set: Three advanced wearable and
ergonomically-designed silicone dilators designed to help restore and revive
vaginal strength and comfort. / They-ology
Vibrating Intimate Massager: A premium
silicone, vibrating personal massager
that increases circulation and enhances
intimacy. / They-ology 5-piece Wearable
Anal Training Kit: Five wearable, pliable
and durable silicone anal dilators desi-

Dr. Sherry Ross

gned for easy training and comfortable
daily wear. In addition to these new items,
the She-ology 5-piece Wearable Vaginal
Dilator Set is also available. This set of five
wearable and ergonomically-designed
silicone dilators designed to help restore
and revive vaginal strength and comfort.”I
believe that taking charge of your intimate
health is the key to living healthier and
happier,” said Ross. “These products help
benefit all people, at every stage of life.”
This line is a continuation of Ross’ pursuit
to give people the means to take control
of their sexual health. She released her
first book She-ology: The Definitive Guide
to Women’s Health. Period. In 2017 and
She-ology, the She-quel: Let’s Continue
the Conversation in 2020.

Now at ST RUBBER: New products
from Spencer & Fleetwood

Wadgassen, Germany - Retailers
can now order many new Spencer &
Fleetwood products from ST RUBBER.
These include penis-shaped lollipops,
chocolate body paint, funny confetti that
looks like little sperm, and other unique
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items. If you have any further questions,
ST RUBBER’s customer service will
be happy to help under the telephone
number: +49 6834 4006-0 or
simply visit the online shop:
www.strubbi.com.
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Lovehoney B2B extends
mainstream offering
Four selected products are offered
Bath, England - Lovehoney B2B is extending its
mainstream retail offering by stocking a range of
sex toys online and in-store with Superdrug.

The sexual wellness company hopes that the
partnership with the leading health and beauty
retailer will introduce a fresh new audience to
the brand and promote happier sex lives. The
new move from Lovehoney is another example
of the mainstream acceptance and availability
of sex toys. Lovehoney first embarked into the
mainstream market in 2019 and sees it as an
important priority for the business.The Superdrug range includes four products
which are aimed at users of all
levels, including those who are
brand new to sex toys, with
the underlying theme of sexual
wellbeing. Customers will be
able to purchase the below
items online and into 433 stores
from Superdrug, all following an
eye-catching bright colourway
at an affordable price point for
users of all experience levels: Lovehoney Excite
10 Function Bullet Vibrator, Lovehoney Excite 10
Function Finger Vibrator, Lovehoney Excite 10
Function Rabbit Love Ring, and Lovehoney Excite Silicone Pleasure Balls. Sarah Poole, National Account Manager at Lovehoney, comments;
“We are hugely excited to have launched into
Superdrug and this is a significant step for Lovehoney. It’s no secret that sex toys are becoming
increasingly more mainstream and accessible
and people are becoming more comfortable in
buying them, helping healthier, happier sex lives
be more accessible too!”
29
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Lovense and Calvista Australia sign

exclusive distribution partnership
Teledildonics

Melbourne, Australia - Lovense have partnered with Calvista Australia exclusively to distribute their entire line of teledildonic sex toys in Australia and New Zealand. Calvista will
commence distribution with Lovense from 1 October 2020 and stocks the entire product
line that includes Lush, Lush 2, Nora, Max 2, Hush, Ambi, Edge, Domi 2 and Osci 2.

Lovense is one of the fastest-growing,
consumer technology companies in the
sexual wellness space and manages a
portfolio of award-winning consumer
products, including hardware and
software solutions including robotics,
VR and haptic technology. “We have a
lot of interest for our products and we
felt Calvista was the perfect partner for
us for the Australia and New Zealand
markets. We’re confident that our brand
is in the right hands and we’ll grow from
strength to strength in this very important
region for us” says Lovense’s CEO,

Mr. Dan Liu. “All involved are extremely
excited with the exclusive partnership, as
the new arrangement will drive growth
for the Lovense brand in Australia and
New Zealand” says Calvista’s General
Manager, Mr. Roger Sheldon-Collins.
“Lovense continues to innovate and
develop pleasure products that not
only provide an amazing sensation, but
is the market leader in Long Distance
Interactivity”. Mr. Sheldon-Collins
adds,“Calvista has always wanted to
partner with Lovense and we foresee an
exciting and long-term relationship”.

Dreamlove is releasing the
new Dolce Vita collection

Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - Meet the
new collection of Dolce Vita vibrators full
of fantasy and glamor. Five vibrators that
will revive the feelings of debauchery and
sexual fantasies. Dolce Vita is designed
to give sensual massages for intimate
pleasure. Flexible and soft to the touch,
these beauties are the perfect gift for
experienced people or those who are new
to sex toys. The new Dolce vita brand
comes with an outer box in white and
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metallic colors. The vibrators are requiring
a AAA battery included. The brand
convinces through perfect workmanship
velvety soft silicone and powerful motors.
The handling pf Dolce Vitga vibrators
is easy. The bottom button activates
the powerful inner vibrator. A single
button changes the 7 vibration modes.
Dreamlove has sent samples to 50
women who are experts in vibrators and
85% of the response were positive.
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Learn
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info@satisfye
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XR Brands debuts ‘Whisperz’
voice-activated sex toys

Innovative new line lets users pleasure partners with the sound of their voice
Hungtington Beach, USA - XR Brands is proud to present Whisperz, their newest pleasure
innovation that’s activated by the sound of the user’s – or their partner’s – voice.

T

his unique line allows users to
control vibration using their voice,
loud music, or the product’s remotecontrol pushbuttons and transforms the
experience into something extra-special
and extra-sensory.
Whisperz products are activated via a
convenient handheld remote control, which
translates sound into vibration function
and also features easy pushbuttons to
toggle through 10 vibration patterns. The
line features three popular shapes: the
discreet Voice Activated 10X Vibrating Egg
with Remote Control, the sensually curved
Voice Activated 10X Vibrating Prostate
Plug with Remote Control, and the tapered
tip and plush Voice Activated 10X Vibrating
Butt Plug with Remote control. Each
Whisperz product is made with body-safe
silicone and ABS plastic, and the remote

controller allows users to play from up to
25 feet away.
“Needless to say, we’re pretty excited
about Whisperz and what this cool
technology can offer users of all experience
levels,” XR Brands President Rebecca
Weinberg said. “Toys that allow for discreet
public play are always big sellers and
adding the ability to stimulate a partner
with the sound of one’s voice takes it to
the next level. It’s such a sexy concept and
the toys are so well made! Consumers are
always on the lookout for new, innovative
products and Whisperz promise to make a
big impression. We are expecting this line
to move fast.”
Whisperz products are waterproof and
USB-rechargeable, and each comes
in eye-catching packaging suitable for
slatwall or shelf displays.

‘Strong Vibrating Masturbator‘ from REBEL
Flensburg, Germany - Sex toys from
REBEL have a distinct, manly design and
have been created specifically for men. A
new item has been added to the extensive
REBEL assortment: the ‚Strong Vibrating
Masturbator‘. The rechargeable masturbator has an intense vibration in 10 modes.
Just slide inside and enjoy – that is the
motto for this intense vibrating pleasure-giver. A little bit of water-based lubri58

cant provides the additional lubrication,
while the stimulating dots inside provide
additional stimulation. The Strong Vibrating
Masturbator’s diameter can be adjusted
with a bit of pressure on the slit. The Rebel
products are delivered in a high-quality
cardboard box that also has a description
of the product in various languages on it as
well. The packaging can also be stood up
or hung up with the hanger in the middle.
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The New Men’s Underwear

Collection from NEK
ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - Trendsetters, who like to experiment, love the men’s underwear from
NEK. This is because the underwear appeals to men who are confident, sporty and multisexual, and who like parties, fashion and street style as well.

T

here are 11 trendy outfits in the
new NEK collection and they were
all exclusively designed at ORION’s
headquarters. Whether it was briefs, pants
or shirts, the focus was on high-quality
material and a first-class finish with love
for detail. Tight-fitting, stretchy material in
a matte look or with net inserts was used
so that the outfits fit like a second skin and
are extremely comfortable to wear. Details
like eyelets, studs or lacing also add the
finishing touches to the underwear. All the
outfits are available in size S-XL and some
of the outfits are also available up to 2XL.

The retail price is between €29.95 and
€69.95. The NEK collection is delivered in
classic black packaging that is covered in
an eye-catching slipcase with the logo on
it. There is also an image of the respective
product and a description of the product
in various languages on it as well. Not only
is the packaging attention-grabbing and
guarantees a sale, it can also be stood up
or hung up with the hanger in the middle.
More products will now fit in the sales
space because they are more compact.
They also take up less space when
in storage. 

EDC Wholesale to launch new house brand PMV20
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC
Wholesale announced the launch of a
new house brand; PMV20. The collection
includes 5 colorful vibrators and is
available for retailers to order now.
PMV20 stands for Post Modern Vibes
2020, the year in which the brand was
created. The love for art has been the
inspiration for the brand; to combine
colors differently and to stand out.
Postmodernism has been the basis for
the style, look, and feel of the brand. It
is an emerging trend with out-of-the-box
ideas that still moves with the times. The
look and feel of PMV20 is based on 5
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different colors that rotate between the
products, so each product has a different
composition. The combination of colors
is a perfect harmony of mismatch.
EDC Wholesale offers online and offline
marketing tools for customers to use
for the promotion of PMV20, like display
units, logos, posters, banners, and
brand videos. To boost the sales online
the wholesaler offers media packs
with all the brand images, including
product videos of each item that shows
instructions on how to use the products.
These videos are perfect to showcase on
the product pages.
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Magnum Rings opens doors

to new distribution partners
Penis enlargement system

Magnum Rings penis enlargement system is opening its doors to new distribution partners
as sales increase month on month.

W

ith reports that 68.3% of men
wished they had a bigger penis and
many have gone to extreme lengths to
achieve a little more length, including risky
surgical penile lengthening procedures,
the Magnum Rings offers a safe, natural
and patented penis enlargement and
enhancement system, and this proven
system is backed by a no questions
asked money back guarantee. Produced
and shipped from the US, Magnum Rings
have recently updated the packaging
to offer an amazing product that looks
great on the shelf or online. Founder Jack

Armstrong said “The Magnum Rings
system is seeing great results for our clients and we are looking to offer this safe
natural proven penis enlargement system
to a wider audience by welcoming new
distribution partners onboard”. One major
factor in the Magnum Rings appeal to
clients is the no questions asked money
back guarantee, and a guarantee that the
company has not been asked to pay out
on yet. If you are interested in stocking
the Magnum Rings penis enlargement
system please contact Jack on
info@magnumrings.com 

ORION Sales Week with novelties and offers
Flensburg, Germany - Unusual times call
for unusual measures. The Corona pandemic has meant that ORION Wholesale’s
sales team has currently been unable to
visit its customers personally, like they
usually do. This is why an ORION product
training via webinar has been taking place
once a month.
The ORION team has also come up with
something special this year as the eroFame can’t take place either: the ORION
Sales Week that will take place from 12th
to 16th October 2020. During the Sales
Week, the ORION Wholesale team will
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be available “in person” for individual
appointments – which means that the
appointments will be by telephone, via
Skype or via Zoom. The appointments
can be held in German, English and
Russian, and new products and trade
fair offers will be presented. However, the
focus is on personal contact – although
at the moment it is somewhat different.
Interested specialist retailers can get in
contact with their desired contact person
via this link (https://www.orion-wholesale.
com/form/contact) and then arrange an
individual appointment. 
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Go vegan this fall with S8
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - How to be bang on trend, environmentally-friendly, and animal-friendly this fall? By going vegan
with S8! The popular S8 Vegan Lubricant is now fully in stock at SCALA, allowing retailers to take advantage of the growing
market demand for ethical intimate care essentials.

S

8’s Waterbased Vegan Lubricant is a
must-have essential in any intimate care
assortment. This premium Waterbased Vegan
Lubricant by S8 has incredible, long-lasting
glide and is easy to clean-up after play.
And the best part? It’s completely vegan! It
gets even better, because this high-quality
formula is also paraben-free, phthalate-free,

gluten-free, sulfate-free, plus
contains no added colors or harsh
preservatives for an irresistible
natural appeal. S8’s Waterbased
Vegan Lubricant has medicalgrade certification and adheres to
all current EU-regulations regarding intimate
care products.

Massage Gel
Coffee 30ml

NEW

Liquid Vibration Six Flavor
Mix (12x5ml Sachets)

Liquid Vibration
Coffee 15ml

For special
moments!

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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Discount action in October:

BIOglide with 10 % discount
JOYDIVISION
Hanover, Germany - In October BIOglide – the 100% natural and pH-optimized lubricant
from JOYDIVISION – will be offered at a 10% discount. Awarded by ÖKO TEST with the
rating „very good“ and with the addition „not preserved“, BIOglide has an excellent lubricating effect during intimate intercourse. BIOglide is suitable for condoms, the very good skin
compatibility dermatologically tested.

B

esides the neutral version BIOglide is
also available in the flavours strawberry and cherry for oral intercourse,
as American BIOglide with ginseng or as
BIOglide safe with carrageenan as well
as a special anal lubricant. Last year the
successful series was also supplemented by a lubricant and massage oil – the
world‘s first 100% natural combination of
lubricant and massage oil. The lubricant
BIOglide comes much closer to the
natural vaginal moisture than most other
lubricants and is also suitable for permanent application due to its high-quality,
natural ingredients. BIOglide is also the
first lubricant with BDiH seal of approval
and CO2 neutral realization. Conscious
consumer culture can be lived therefore
also in the most beautiful secondary matter of the world. JOYDIVISION therefore
consciously relies on the climate-conscious production in Germany. Unavoidable
CO2 emissions for production and trans-

port are offset by a climate protection
project. JOYDIVISION invests there in the
reforestation of native tree species with
additional social and ecological benefits.
This benefits not only the climate, but also
the biodiversity and the local people. The
BIOglide safe version is also worthy of
special mention. In the fight against cervical cancer the use of BIOglide safe can
support the vaccination (which does not
protect against all HPV types) and also
the only 50% protection of condoms. The
HPV virus transmitted through sexual intercourse can lead to cervical cancer and
genital warts. BIOglide safe can prevent
the docking of the virus to human cells
and therefore acts as a natural barrier
against the pathogens. For all retailers it
means: Fast access while stocks last.
Simply direct the order to sales@JOYDIVISION.de. The offer for BIOglide is valid for
incoming orders from October 01, 2020
to October 31, 2020.

New EROS lubes now available at ST RUBBER

W

adgassen, Germany - Cherry, kiwi-strawberry, lime, vanilla or cola Tasty Fruits offers a wide selection with its
many flavors. The fruity lubricants of the
EROS brand can now be ordered from ST
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RUBBER. If you have any further questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service
will be happy to help under the telephone
number: +49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit
the online shop: www.strubbi.com.
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AVAILABLE NOW

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

AVAILABLE END OF OCTOBER
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‘The Handy‘ has revolutionised
male masturbation

SweetTech AS and ORION Wholesale enter into an exclusive collaboration
Flensburg, Germany - An innovation from Norway has revolutionised male masturbation:
‚The Handy‘. The special thing about this stylish high-tech masturbation machine, apart
from its powerful and efficient brushless motor, is the fact that the dotted sleeve can be
attached to the outside of the device with a TrueGrip band.

T

he comfortable band can be fastened
so that the sleeve can be adjusted
to fit every penis size. Furthermore, ‚The
Handy‘ can be connected to the internet
via an encrypted WIFI connection and
can then be synchronised to any video on
the www.handyfeeling.com platform. The
specially developed zero-latency technology ensures that the masturbator’s strokes
match the movements in the video. ‚The
Handy‘ can also be connected to VR
headsets to enhance the effect even more.
A further highlight: the masturbator can
also be controlled remotely from anywhere
in the world with any device that has a web
browser (also encrypted) – whether it’s a
smartphone, PC, Mac, Smart TV, etc. ‚The
Handy‘ is the perfect sex toy for technology-loving men who are searching for new
innovations.

Jens Petter Wilhelmsen and Alexander Bjørkmann with ORION’s
Sven Jacobsen, Hans-Jürgen Bähr,
Björn Radcke and Timo Petersen

‚The Handy‘ was developed by the Norwegians Alexander Arish Bjørkmann and
Jens Petter Wilhelmsen. When the two
founders of the SweetTech AS company
first met, they had no intention of setting
up a company for high-tech sex toys.
However, they then developed the hightech masturbation machine, ‚The Handy‘,
which turned into an insider’s tip among
trendsetters and influencers in Norway and
the USA during its test run. “We were a bit
overwhelmed by the response. We hadn’t
expected such a rapid development. We
feel validated in what we are doing and are
looking forward to developing the product
further”, explained Wilhelmsen. In order to
revolutionise male masturbation, SweetTech AS has now decided that ORION
Wholesale should be its exclusive sales
partner and market ‚The Handy‘. 

DUCKY – The duckling that drives everyone crazy
Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - Dreamlove’s
DUCKY introduces consumers to the
pleasure of a massage with vibrant caresses – from pleasure to tingling to shudders, from shudders to ecstasy. DUCKY
is the perfect accessory for an active love
life. The clitoral vibrator is small (40mm x
45mm x 16mm), lightweight (16g), and
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easy to control (1-button control), It has
11 vibration modes and a curved shape.
The splash proof DUCKY is made from
a soft-touch, phthalate-free silicone. Its
easy-to-clean ABS housing is perfect for
diffusing quiet, but powerful vibrations.
DUCKY is available from Dreamlove in
black, pink and purple. 
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Hello Moto!
Triple your stroker sales with PDX Elite’s new trio of Moto-Masturbators
West Hills, USA - Pipedream Products has released three new Moto-Masturbators to their
best-selling PDX Elite men’s line of advanced male pleasure products. All three models feature fully motorized, internal thrusting mechanisms with soft textured stroking sleeves and
high-powered motors, giving users ergonomic pleasure in the palm of their hand at three
competitive price points.

P

ipedream is shipping the three new
strokers now and encourages customers to place their orders while supplies
last. Built on the framework of the company’s best- selling RD510 PDX Elite Moto-Bator, these new Moto-Bator models
have improved functionality and features,
premium materials and construction.
”The popularity of our PDX Elite line has
been overwhelming and we’ve listened to
our customers valuable feedback,” said
Kristian Broms, Pipedream’s Chief Design
Officer. “We’ve seen a huge demand in
the market right now for strokers, and
these 3 new Moto-Masturbators are the
perfect addition to your existing PDX Elite
assortment! With an entry-level version
made for beginners, an intermediate

model that’s loaded with advanced
features, and a deluxe model featuring
all the bells and whistles, we really offer
something for every budget!”
All three thrusting masturbators double
as erectile-disfunction aids, effortlessly
combining self- pleasure and well-being
with the push of a button. Packed with
advanced features and intuitive controls,
the three new strokers are backed by
PDX Elite’s 90-Day Limited Warranty and
are sold in unisex, discreet packaging free
of any nudity or explicit language.
Updated price lists and sell-sheets,
in-store marketing materials, and
promotional product videos are available
for the new items from your Pipedream
Sales Representative. 

Durio Asia is proud to announce
its partnership with Magic Eyes

Singapore - “We are honored to be
appointed as distributor by Magic Eyes
to bring their products to the rest of the
world. Our retailers appreciate us as being
their one-stop distributor to go to when
it comes to adult products. Japanese
toys are gaining much attention from
consumers lately. They have great quality
74

products with very decent prices. More
importantly, their packaging is often exceptionally aesthetically pleasing to the eyes.”
says Jason, Sales Director at Durio Asia.
With this deal stamped, Durio Asia
(www.durio.asia) will bridge Magic Eyes
products to markets in Asia and beyond,
especially to America and Europe.
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System JO Training Week -

A Virtual Victory!

The next training takes place from 19th – 23rd Orctober
Valencia, USA - “We know in the current climate with COVID19 that travelling as we once
use to is a no go for now, and we wanted to ensure that we could still provide our customers with the continued support and service as if we were on the road,” Rebecca Buffham,
System JO‘s European Sales Manager, explains.

“M

atthew decided that we wanted
to do something special for our
customers and we didn‘t want them
to go without so we came up with our
Online Virtual Training Week! We ensured
that any customers who wanted training
or even just a general catch up virtually
would be able to get quality time with
us, dedicating up an hour and a half
with each customer”. System JO not
only wanted to cover product training,
but wanted to ensure this was a fun and
enjoyable experience for all customers
who participated, talking about future
programs and promotions, new launches,
store in store displays and how they
can support them during these current
trying times. “Fortunately, it was a great
success. I was able to meet people in

the industry who I haven‘t been able to
have the chance to speak with and also
to build on those relationships with our
current customer base. What was so
special was we went through our product
line and also were able to give customers
time for Q&A and go through selling tips if
needed. Every customer who participated
also received a free JO Goody Bag of
products which they can try at their convenience”, says Matthew Wright, System
JO‘s Brand Ambassador for Europe. Due
to its success System JO will be holding
another Virtual Week from 19th - 23rd
October. If you missed out this time and
would like to schedule a session, please
don‘t hesitate to contact Matthew. His
details are: Email: mwright@systemjo.com
or Mobile: +447446085659 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new
Rainbow Booty Jewel by TOYJOY
Anal Play is now ready to order at
SCALA. This sleek butt plug features a
multicolored faux-gemstone in its base,
making backdoor fun sparkle with prismeffect delight! The smooth plug features
a tapered silhouette and flared base,
enhanced with a brilliant faux-gemstone
accent at the end. Made of premium

silicone, the Diamond Booty Jewel is
silky to the touch, hypoallergenic, and
fully body-safe. A must-have from the
Anal Play collection by TOYJOY, it‘s
the perfect unisex plug to add a fun,
rainbow-colored sparkle to your anal
adventures. The Rainbow Booty Jewel is
available in 3 sizes: small, medium, and
large; ensuring a perfect match for every
entry-level.

New: Rainbow Booty Jewels by TOYJOY Anal Play
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XR Brands expands top-selling NextGen
Series with two new lifelike Love Dolls
G.I. Jane & Athletic Alicia
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is proud to present two exciting new ultra-realistic
NextGen Love Dolls: G.I. Jane and Athletic Alicia. Part of the top-selling NextGen brand,
these two new designs expands the manufacturer’s offerings to appeal to shoppers with a
passion for fitness or a patriotic preference.

G

.I. Jane is ready to serve! With slim
hips and pert breasts, this premium doll is fully poseable and features an
ultra-realistic penetrable mouth, vagina and
anus. She comes complete with a blonde
wig, cropped tank top, camo shorts,
two dog tags, and a hat. Athletic Alicia
loves to get physical, featuring a slim yet
voluptuous fully poseable body that boasts
a lifelike penetrable mouth, vagina, and
anus. She is ready to fulfill every fit chick
fantasy with a brown wig, and matching
grey sports bra and panty set. “NextGen
love dolls offer a realistic experience far
and beyond anything else available and
come backed by XR Brands’ premium

customer service,” XR Brands President
Rebecca Weinberg said. “Athletic Alicia
and G.I. Jane round out our existing collection and give retailers the most variety
available, catering to shoppers’ unique
fantasies and desires. The designs look
and feel great and with add-ons like outfits
and wigs, consumers can construct the
exact fantasy they want.” NextGen Love
Dolls are made with super-soft TPE and
feature a bone-like structure and intricate
detailing for a lifelike experience. Both new
love dolls are capable of standing on their
own. Athletic Alicia and G.I. Jane are retail
packaged in unique full-color boxes, allowing shoppers to see the product inside.

EDC Wholesale invests in

an in-house Experience Center

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC
Wholesale continues to invest in
the future by creating an in-house
Experience Center that showcases the
companies’ house brand collection and
third-party brands. The purpose of the
1200 square meter showroom is to unite
EDC Wholesale with its retail customers,
manufactures, and influencers. The EDC
Experience Center presents over 2500
78

pleasure products in an actual in-store
presentation with a variety of elements
that are used in brick & mortar shops.
The newest brands and products are
highlighted in a special area and toys
can be tested in a special testers corner.
Visitors are treated to a full experience
tour that concludes at the bar area to sit
down for a good conversation and a
nice beverage. 
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Dreamgirl has been

added to the SHOTS assortment
Available for pre-order on www.shots.nl
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - “Dreamgirl is by far one of the sexiest lingerie brands
on the planet. They are the true trend-setters in our industry and now you can find all the
Dreamgirl best-selling items available for pre-order on our website”, SHOTS is saying.

‚W

e are empowering. We are inclusive. We are fun. But above all,
we are sexy‘, is Dreamgirls’s statement,
which is clearly visible in their collections.
Dreamgirl is one of the top-notch brands
in the lingerie market, they offer great
quality and unique designs for a reasonable price. The product line continues to
excite, with varying styles from rousingly
romantic to extreme elegance to seductively sexy. The brand keeps on evolving with designs that not only focus on
fashion trends, but also set trends within
the erotic lingerie market. Dreamgirl really
does cover all bases, whether consumers
want to live out a fantasy with roleplay
lingerie or make their kinky dreams come
true with the feisty fetish line.
Dreamgirl is not only about high-quality

styles made for every kink or occasion,
but also comfort and sizing. Dreamgirl
offers a good range of Queen Sizes for
curvaceous women. The design team
really take a close look at the patterns
to make sure they work for (almost) all
sizes. This means O/S may be vary from
Q/S to make it fit better for certain body
types. Every design is made to flatter
the beautiful curves of both regular and
Queen Size women. “Adding Dreamgirl
to our catalogue has really got our team
excited because Dreamgirl is an American
icon. It’s one of the major players in the
American lingerie market. This is truly an
incredible, breath-taking brand that deserves more awareness in Europe, and our
European clients will really benefit from
this amazing collection”, SHOTS adds. 

Deal alert: PRIVATE Tubes with 10% discount
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Looking for
great deal? Then you’ll love SCALA’s limited-time promotion on the popular PRIVATE Tubes. This special promotion means
that retailers can maximize their PRIVATE
profits, taking advantage of even more
outstanding margins on this masturbator
brand. The limited-time promotion will
only run until the 16th of October (while
stocks last). The special 10% discount on
80

PRIVATE’s best-selling products is valid
on selected PRIVATE tubes, including the
Private Original Tube, the Personal Trainer
Tube, and the sexy PRIVATE Girls: tubes
with lifelike texture, inspired by famous
PRIVATE adult stars such as Tarra White,
Shona River, Jollee Love, and more.
From tight anal orifices to realistic vaginal
designs: there’s a perfect PRIVATE tube
for each naughty preference.
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The Dream Toys All Time

Favorites number is growing
Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - Some products are appreciated for their every aspect. They have
it all: a good price-quality ratio, great looks, colours that many customers find attractive
and above all they perform well. When lots of customers like, order and restock these well
performing items, Tonga consider them popular items and call them ‘All Time Favorites’.

Y

ou can recognize these popular
products at Tonga and find them in
the website as a separate Dream Toys
collection, appropriately labelled ‘All Time
Favorites’. The first toys that got the All
Time Favorites label were a black butt
plug with a diamond detail at the bottom,
a black beaded anal plug and a lasso penis ring. Later additions to the range feature a dildo with a suction cup, a double
dildo, a butt plug with a diamond in the
base, classic stick vibrators, anal beads, a
plug with an anchor base, finger sleeves,
nipple suckers and a G-spot vibrator.
The latest additions to this evergreens
collection are realistic dildos with dual
density and bendable ones, which are
always popular in every country, cock ring
sets, penis sleeves and nipple toys. Of
course we also needed a rabbit vibrator,

a G-spot vibrator and a thrusting vibrator
in this collection, so we added those as
well. Each of the All Time Favorites toys
has a very affordable price and a proven
quality and performance. They are a part
of this collection because of their great
quality – price ratio and because Tonga
found them to be popular and selling well.
Tonga aim to grow the collection based
on sales numbers of Dream Toys and
based on customer feedback. In fact,
they’re constantly on the lookout for new
candidates to join the All Time Favorites
brand. When they find a toy that is eligible
to join the range, they design an All Time
Favorites packaging for it, which is a blister with card board inlay that has the All
Time Favorites logo at the top. This way
the range has a consistent look in any
shop and can be recognized easily.

Klipon joins the ‘Gangbangster Family’
Soulaines sur Aubance, France - “There
is nothing more beautiful than to see a
family grow,” with these words Vincent
Renou, Sales Director of Gangbangster,
is announcing that all Gangbangster
collections are now available on klipon.
com. “We really believe in this brand. In
two years they have created tens and
82

tens of new models. Each one crazier
than the other” said Ed Heijnen, CEO
of Klipon, about Gangbangster. “Klipon
is the perfect distributor for our dildos
in Netherlands, they perfectly know the
business and we just are very happy to
work with them” concludes Benoit, CEO
of Gangbangster.
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pjur DIGITAL DAYS presents

the virtual eroFame booth
pjur plans virtual live event for customers worldwide

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The first-ever pjur Digital Days will take place October 14 – 16,
2020. The program offers exciting discussions, new ideas for your business and valuable
information for pjur customers and partners.

W

e want to make the pjur Digital Days
a platform that connects partners
worldwide independently from travel,
place and timezones. „We want to make
a positive contribution and provide our
customers with an attractive, entertaining
offering that is both informative and fun,“
says Alexander Giebel, CEO and Founder
of pjur, explaining the reasons behind pjur
Digital Days. Four good reasons to sign up
to pjur Digital Days:
1) Expert talks: The program includes
trending topics such as online marketing,
brand management, sales tips and tricks,
brand spaces as well as the important

topic of „medical devices“ and much more.
2) Success stories on- and offline Listen
to the success stories of well-known companies in the adult industry and learn from
them. 3) Behind the scenes: Gain exclusive
insights into the headquarters of the pjur
group. We‘re putting the spotlight on the
people behind our success, giving you the
chance to experience day-to-day working
life at our global company. 4) Networking
& socializing: To mark pjur‘s anniversary,
you‘ll have the opportunity to network
digitally and toast a further 25 years of pjur
and win great prizes! Registration is now
open: www.pjurlove.com/digitaldays

Singapore - Durio Asia (www.durio.asia)
is excited to announce its partnership
with Lovehoney. This makes Durio Asia
an official distributor in the Asian territory
for brands carried by Lovehoney. “Lovehoney Trade is always looking to expand
its B2B partnerships globally and taking
Durio onboard was a natural step and
a meaningful move for us. Lovehoney’s
mantra is to spread the word of sexual
happiness globally, and convert the millions
of people considering sex toys to make
the leap. With Durio’s continued support
through customer assistance and regular
visits, we are excited to continue to spread

the word and help create better sex lives
for everyone.” says Jade Bawa, Sales Executive at Lovehoney. “We are thrilled to be
appointed as official distributor of Lovehoney products in Asia. Lovehoney’s brands
such as Fifty Shades of Grey and Sqweel
are well-liked and we are bringing these
great products to the Asian part of the globe. Our distribution and logistics network
will help Lovehoney penetrate deeper into
the markets in Asia, reaching consumers
of broader demographics.” says Jason
Wong, Director at Durio Asia.
For more information, please contact
jason@durio.asia or visit www.durio.asia.

Durio and Lovehoney join forces in the Asian market
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Enjoy orgasm with a new kind of
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Don‘t believe the hype

A re pe o pl e ta l k i n g u p th e m a i n s tr e a m a p p e a l o f ero tic p ro ducts to o much ?

Yes

O

ur industry has undoubtedly come a
long way. The way wasn’t always
easy, it was rocky and taxing, but looking
at where the industry is now, it was well
worth the effort. It is almost impossible to
imagine this market had we simply just
stopped at the halfway mark. But does
that mean that sex toys are mainstream
today? What exactly is mainstream,
anyway? Well, most people would
probably say that, to be mainstream,
something has to reflect the cultural tastes
of the majority. It is mass culture. Sex toys,
however, do not stand for mass culture.
Sure, sex toys are being sold in the mass
market – and successfully so, otherwise
the mainstream market would never have
opened up to this product category. And
yes, the number of people who use sex
toys has clearly gone up, as has the
number of people who are accepting
these products. But to take these facts
and extrapolate from them that sex toys
are indeed mainstream? I’m afraid that’s a
bit too optimistic. Without clinging to
terms and definitions too much, I’d say
what we are seeing right now is an
example of zeitgeist – nothing more,
nothing less. And by zeitgeist, I mean the
way most people think and feel in this
century. What this boils down to is: Few

Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief

Everybody can agree that
the erotic market has grown
and developed in a positive
direction. But beyond that,
opinions diverge. Have sex
toys truly reached the
centre of society or is that
just wishful thinking? Or is
the truth maybe somewhere
in between? Is the market
moving in the direction of
mainstream appeal, but it’s
not quite there yet?
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people are offended by sex toys today. If
you like them, go buy them, no one will
bat an eye. However, that doesn’t
necessarily mean society is pro sex toys,
and it definitely doesn’t mean that sex toys
are mass culture. Maybe the aforementioned developments within the market have
led many of us to believe that toys are
mainstream because we have experienced a time when sex toys were taboo,
when they were only sold through
channels that are nowhere near the
standards and requirements of a modern
sales environment. Obviously, the actual
toys were also very different in those days,
but let’s focus on the marketplace here.
The difference between the market back
then and the market today is truly
remarkable, and yes, the fact that society
has opened up to sex toys to such a
degree is a great success. However, these
achievements may be making us a bit
overoptimistic. We have opened the door
to the middle of society, however there is
still a long ways to go if we actually want
to make sex toys mainstream. But hey, it’s
good to have a goal to work towards.
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No
I

‘m beginning to harbor the sneaking suspicion
that I‘m being stalked. While online and
indulging my penchant for cheesy horoscopes at
Cosmopolitan.com, I‘m met with a video link,
tempting me to find out ‚How to Buy a Suction
Sex Toy.‘ I look over my shoulder and wonder,
how did they find me here? I swear my
intentions were purely zodiac-related, honest
(and I didn‘t ‚accept cookies,‘ either)! While
browsing the aisles of the local pharmacy in
search of a less-then-exciting duo of Aspirin and
box of monthly feminine necessities, I turn the
corner and discover an entire section of shelves
dedicated solely to vibrators, right next to the
tampons and PMS pills. Really, at the pharmacy,
too? Can‘t I manage my killer hormonal cramps
in peace? But now the signs have became too
obvious to ignore. I head over to Walmart, the
often chided, all-American retail hell hole
designed to meet one‘s most greed-fueled
consumer needs, which, admittedly take me
straight to the beauty products department. On
the way there, I spy several shelves worth of
c-rings, lubricants, and – oh yes! - more
vibrators. I guess that settles it then. I‘m
definitely being stalked by sex toys. Of course
I‘m only kidding. But when your average
church-going, American flag t-shirt-wearing,
BBQ-grilling, God-fearing Yankee can waltz over
to their local Walmart and purchase a device
made solely for the purpose of orgasm, there‘s
89

but one conclusion to be drawn. Sex
toys can officially be declared mainstream. It doesn‘t matter whether
you‘re reading The New York Times or
a women‘s pop culture magazine like
Cosmo, or shopping at Rite Aide
pharmacy or a warehouse store like
Walmart, or Googling health and
fitness tips or your partner‘s zodiac
sign. Everywhere we go, and now
almost everywhere in the industrialized
world, you can‘t go a day without catching
sight of a pleasure product. They‘re in
most every major media publication, often
with an entire, dedicated feature section.
They‘re on billboards, even in rural
America. They monopolize the Instagram
feeds of mainstream celebrities like actress
Gwyneth Paltrow and model Amber Rose.
Flip through any issue of EAN and you‘ll
find sex toy sales booming in more morally
conservative countries like Turkey, India
and South Africa. Industry careers aside,
can any of us avoid being stalked by sex
toys for even a single day? Unless you‘re in
the middle of the woods without cell
service, it‘s not likely. Don‘t believe me? I‘ll
gladly accept a dollar each time a colleague spots a pleasure toy in the mainstream
wild. I think my retirement may arrive
sooner than expected.

Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent

F E A T U R E

Pipedream Europe

opens showroom in Bremen
St r e ng t he n i n g th e br a n d ’s p r e s e n c e i n E u r o pe

Pipedream has taken big strides, driving forward the strategic
expansion of the brand in Europe. Following the announcement
of three European Elite partners, who are now distributing the
Pipedream product range in this market, the team opened a new
logistics centre near Amsterdam in June, and now, they have even
opened a new showroom in Bremen.

“W

Annika Scherer and Lieske
Fieblinger (Pipedream Europe)
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e are excited
to be much
closer to our
customers
in Europe,”
explained Annika Scherer, General
Manager of Pipedream Europe, when
the showroom was opened in the centre
of Bremens ‘Airport-City’, an industrial
park that is populated mainly by service
companies. This modern, popular area is
easy to reach from Autobahn as well as
airport, and the location only underscores
how seriously Pipedream take the
European market – and their position
within it. Flooded with warm light, the
showroom houses roughly 670 products
out of the Pipedream catalogue, which is
about 1500 products strong in total.
“We have analysed which of our products
are particularly successful in Europe.
This way, we can show our customers
a representative, effective line-up of
products that will leave no retailer
wanting,” says Annika Scherer. As Lieske
Fieblinger, Marketing & Project Manager
of Pipedream Europe, goes on to explain,
the showroom is wholly dedicated to
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Inside the showroom

supporting Pipedream’s trade partners in the
European market. “Support, support, support that is our mantra. With this showroom, we are
now in a position to offer even more personal,
even closer support and to find solutions even
quicker.” All of the brand’s partners in the
distribution and retail business are welcome to
visit the showroom and experience the world
of Pipedream. “Our product line-up is quite
impressive, so it definitely pays off to come over
and get a first-hand impression of the individual
products, along with personal information and
ideas for presenting and marketing the products
in-store,” Scherer continues. “Of course, we
also offer digital product presentations and
sales training courses. This being the year of
coronavirus and contact restrictions, we have
made extensive use of these digital means of
communication lately.”
Following the steps of the past months,
Pipedream has now restructured its distribution
network for Europe with the appointment of
three Elite distribution partners - namely Debra
Net, ORION, and SCALA - their logistics centre
is up and running, and they have opened
their impressive showroom, so the obvious
question is: What’s next?
As Annika Scherer explains, the main focus is on
serving the market effectively and smoothly.
91

The corona pandemic did create some issues
along the supply chain, so now, everybody is
working to optimise product availability and
improve the logistics processes in general.
“And once it’s possible to do soagain, we’ll
definitely be having a big opening party,”
Lieske Fieblinger promises.

A little bit of local flavour
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A new, updated look for PRIVATE
S CA L A p r e s ents th e new p a cka ging design o f PRIVATE ’s ma sturba to rs

W

hat is different about
the new packaging
and branding of
PRIVATE’s popular
male masturbators?
Well, firstly, the main background
colour of the packaging has switched
from black to white - which creates a
distinct contrast to other masturbator
brands. Secondly, the boxes feature bold
fonts and colour accents, plus highend images of the favourite PRIVATE
models. This allows consumers to easily
identify the specific PRIVATE girl from
the packaging. The new packaging also
offers a sneak preview of the tube’s
tantalizing texture via a sample picture of
the inner sleeve. Contemporary, clean,
and streamlined: PRIVATE now offers
even more profit potential. The best
news? Though the product packaging

PRIVATE, the male masturbator brand that sets
a gold standard, is now
available in new, updated
packaging. The makeover
is inspired by PRIVATE.com
- the leading adult entertainment site - which has
switched to a new house
style and branding. To
match PRIVATE.com’s new
look and feel, the collection
of PRIVATE masturbators
has also been treated to
fresh, upgraded packaging
and images. The result is
eye-catching, sleek, and
contemporary branding which will certainly draw
the consumers’ attention in
any in-store display.
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and branding have been changed,
PRIVATE’s incredible sales margins are
still the same! This means that retailers
can take advantage of outstanding
margins, whilst their consumers enjoy the
gold standard in masturbation pleasure.
The upgraded PRIVATE masturbators
and sleeves are now exclusively available at SCALA. To help boost PRIVATE
sales further, and profit from the brand’s
outstanding sales margins, the PRIVATE collection is supported by various
POS materials for in-store presentation.
Custom-made POS options for
online marketing, such as web
banners, are also available.
For more information, contact your SCALA Account
Manager or the SCALA
sales team.

F E A T U R E

Nice ‘n’ Naughty celebrate turning
T h e U K r e tail ch a in sees itself well p o sitio ned f o r th e f uture

Trish Murray,
Director
of Nice ‘n’
Naughty, looks
back at the last
21 years as the
adult retail company hits
a significant
milestone.

A look inside the
new Boutique store
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S

ince beginning what can
only be described as an
unforgettable adventure back
in 1999 when the doors first
opened at 129 Brook Street,
Chester, Nice ‘n’ Naughty have been an
adult chain that has happily changed
with the times. For 21 years, Nice ‘n’
Naughty have been trend setters in the
adult industry, from the early days where
they challenged Chester City Council to
be allowed to put mannequins in their

store windows to the present day where
they battled to take their rightful place
on the High Street. Located on Sankey
Street, a main thoroughfare in Warrington,
Boutique by Nice & Naughty is the new
face of the company and a flagship store
for the adult industry, offering a truly unique
customer experience. Trish Murray, who
has been with the company from the very
beginning, has seen not only the adult
industry change in the past 21 years but
also the general shopping experience, she
explains; “the High Street as we know it
has changed drastically over the years,
and for any company to survive in bricks
and mortar stores, you must evolve.”
“Following a luxurious refurbishment of the
very first Nice ‘n’ Naughty store in Chester,
we saw the potential that the Boutique
model offered, giving our customers not
only the best products on the market and
outstanding customer service, but also a
superior shopping environment and we
have replicated this in the new Sankey
Street store and will continue with this
theme in 2021 in Brighton.”
As life has been anything but normal this
year Trish is proud that the company has
been able to support and look after all
their staff throughout what has been a
challenging time. Trish says, “The decision
was made by our Senior Team, to close
the stores prior to the Government
announcement. We have parents and
some staff who are high risk and we felt
our responsibility to protect them was
greater than it was to open the stores. We
also guaranteed everyone 100% of their
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pay including any bonuses earned so that there
was no additional stress or worry and it was the
right decision. We are now enjoying being back
and having that interaction with our customers
once again, albeit at a safe distance.”
Nice ‘n’ Naughty have remained accessible
via their Website throughout the pandemic
offering home delivery across the country and
have tried to brighten the mood a little via their
multiple Social Media platforms. The Website
is currently going through its own transition as
well to remain in line with the new store format.
“Our website has been a key tool for customers
during the pandemic, being able to offer our
customers a continued service whilst the stores
were closed has been fantastic. We are now
looking at making some updates that will make
the online shopping experience cleaner and
crisper and we are excited to see its completion”
explains Trish. As Trish Murray looks back at the
Nice ‘n’ Naughty journey, she says that there is
nothing she would change about the past 21
years in the adult industry, “I have been around
the world, met suppliers and celebrities, been
nominated for and won many awards and made
some life long friends, but I have also come full
circle, back to the town I was born and raised
in and back on the street where I began my
working career. I still love coming to work and
that is because Nice ‘n’ Naughty is a family and
a great place to be.”
Looking to the future, she envisions shops
where the customers can sit and relax with a
barista coffee whilst browsing and discussing
the options of the products available with
experienced and knowledgeable staff to offer the
best advice and guidance.
With their streamlined business model, fantastic
looking Warrington & Chester stores and their
up and coming new look Brighton store and
website, Nice ‘n’ Naughty, led by Trish, boldly
step forward with confidence and are looking
forward to the challenges ahead of the
next 21 years.

The Nice ‘n’ Naughty
store in Brighton

The company’s flagship: Boutique
by Nice ‘n’ Naughty in Warrington

The Nice ‘n’ Naughty
store in Chester
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THE BLUE BELLE WHO SAW RED
M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

In his monthly column,
Brian Gray from Glasgowbased erotic marketing
agency Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts on
all things marketing. This
month he’s attempting to
make sense of the legal
campaign launched by one
UK lingerie entrepreneur
and the PR lessons to be
learned from it. It’s not
easy though…

I

don’t automatically assume erotic
entrepreneurs are au fait with Sun
Tzu’s The Art of War. But the famous
military strategist proclaimed that “…
the victorious strategist only seeks
battle after the victory has been won,
whereas he who is destined to defeat first
fights and afterwards looks for victory.”
A bemusing comparison can be made
with modern public and media relations.
Just how wise is it to voluntarily throw
oneself into the cauldron of public – and
journalistic – opinion when not assured
of victory?
You could always ask Emily Bendell,
Founder of erotic lingerie (and previously
sex toys too) brand Bluebella, who’s
done exactly that. She’s recently
chosen to get her knickers
(assumedly her own brands’) in a
twist by picking a legal fight with
the exclusive male-only Garrick
Club in central London to challenge
their single sex membership
policy after reportedly applying
earlier in March and being
subsequently turned down.
Significant media coverage was
unquestionably achieved. As well
as her own appearance on breakfast
television, several UK national
newspapers covered the story.
And while she hasn’t received
a bona fide mauling per
se, enough punches

have landed in newspaper columns
to suggest Bendell’s challenge wasn’t
the brightest idea either. Put bluntly, it
would be a considerable stretch to claim
positive media coverage when the first
sentence of a Daily Mail interview begins:
“For a bright, young woman with a sharp
business brain, lingerie boss Emily Bendell
can be really rather daft.”
It would have helped Bendell if her fellow
women had unanimously supported
her. But that wasn’t forthcoming either.
Aside from the initial challenge from
another woman during her tv interview,
several others lined up to take pot shots
at her rather weak arguments in various
newspapers.
Sarah Vine, whose broadcaster husband
is himself a Garrick Club member opined
“The exclusion of women members at
the Garrick is nothing to do with not liking
or wanting women to be at the party,
and anyone who thinks it is is missing
the point. It is no more sexist than the
Women’s Institute or, for that matter,
a nunnery.”
Rowan Pelling (of ‘The Erotic Review’ and
‘The Amorist’ fame) also added: “This is
bizarre on several levels. Bendell hasn’t
launched legal action against the historic
University Women’s Club, or the more
recent all-female AllBright or Wing clubs
in Fitzrovia. That’s without even taking a
glance at Cambridge’s Newnham College,
or the WI.”
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But perhaps the best summary of this affair
is offered by Celia Walden writing in the Daily
Telegraph, who pronounced that “…mounting
a legal challenge against the club feels a bit like
demanding to speak to the manager of a vegan
restaurant where they’re refusing to serve you
steak tartare.”
So let’s try to make some sense of this. Ms
Bendell wanted to find, in her own words, “…a
good members club in which to meet retailers”.
But she instead chose an institution that not
only is male-only but also expressly forbids
discussing business matters or talking on the
phone unless in the club’s computer room, thus
arguably negating much of the appeal of the
place, including “those red, velvety archchairs”
and artwork on the walls.
But just when you could have been forgiven
for thinking this was just a heavy-handed – if
arguably rather pedantic - attempt to reverse
an earlier decision, there’s a bit more to it,
apparently. The rationale for the ‘scorched
earth’ legal challenge is “…the principle and
the wider issue at stake.” Ahh, right you
are then.
But no, wait a minute. Presumably that
would mean that the Women’s Institute, and
other women-only clubs would potentially be
forced to open their doors to the opposite
sex? Mais non. Ms Bendell still apparently
supports the continued existence of single-sex
clubs. Presumably this includes the femaleonly investment club that helped her out in
her formative years. Perhaps also her earlier
female-only lingerie and sex toy parties (we
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can only speculate as to whether this was
ever challenged by men at any point, who had
to make do with buying products from her
website). Phew, ‘glad that’s cleared up then: it
could have been terribly confusing otherwise.
But in her Telegraph interview with Walden,
Bendell then appears to change course again.
“Although the Garrick themselves say that the
club is not a place of business, we all know
that the person you go down the pub or for
supper with is the one you end up more likely
to do the deal with – so it’s naïve to say that it’s
not about professional connections.”
So it is all about business networking then?

journalists, to me it reeks of a rather vain
and misguided attempt to gain access to the
movers and shakers for personal/business gain
rather than for any perceived greater good.
And the effects of all this? Firstly, it’s given
newspaper and gossip columnists and Yours
truly ample ammunition to fill column inches
with. Editors are happy and Ms Bendell’s
lawyers are presumably rubbing their hands
with glee too.

Err….no, apparently not. In her very next
sentence, she contradicts herself (again?).
“My concern is that the very top tier of people
running this country go there, and it’s a space
women are excluded from. Which is very
troubling.” Hold on: now it’s about power
rather than business contacts?
Sheesh. Give me strength. And a decent
single malt.
In short, this is car-crash PR. A
communications clusterf**k of bemusing
proportions to those watching this from the
sidelines and munching on their popcorn.
My take on it all? I think Ms Bendell was
peeved at her initial knockback from the
Garrick Club, and has tried to get her own
back by going down the legal route. But
when it came to justifying her actions to
probing journalists, her responses have been
inconsistent, contradictory and in my opinion, a
tad immature. All these things point towards an
issues campaign that lacks genuine substance.
And based on her responses to the questioning
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Secondly, I don’t think Ms Bendell comes out
of this smelling of roses. Firstly it was about
meeting retailers, then it became about a
greater cause, then it was about business
networking, before finally moving onto political
(or otherwise) power. The inconsistency of
her responses when coming under scrutiny
suggests straw-clutching of significant
proportions. To me it’s accompanied by an
image of a sulky adolescent stamping her foot
on the floor because things aren’t going
her way.
Whether Ms Bendell wins her legal challenge,
who knows. But if she really thinks there’s
going to be seismic change, she’s deluded.
On the bright side though Ms Bendell’s actions
have de facto rubbished the misandrist ‘future
is female’ guff that’s been doing the rounds
of late. (At this juncture I’ll openly declare
that the future doesn’t belong to one gender
– whichever one that is – at the expense
of others. Afterall, that doesn’t sound very
‘inclusive’, does it?)
By going down the legal route and voicing
her opposition to the male-only clubs such
as the Garrick (because these are apparently
where the people ‘running the country’ are
hanging out), she’s effectively acknowledging
that women don’t have much purchase after
all in the grand scheme of things. So much
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pads in the shires. They’re still having their
secret and confidential convos but in places
beyond reach from anyone outside of their
circle. Therefore, nothing has changed and
the legislation counts for diddly squat as far as
Bendell’s objectives are concerned. Scenario
mapping seems to have taken a back seat, if
not completely left at home, while embarking
upon this this jolly journey.
And finally, as an aside, even if Ms Bendell
wins her challenge, there’s a waiting list of
several years to have any chance of gaining
membership to the Garrick. There’s also every
possibility she’d be blackballed by existing
members none too impressed at her attempts
to forcibly change the status quo. So she’s
going to have to find another location for her
flesh-pressing anyway.
for girl power. I’d wager she’d have got a lot
more kudos from her fellow women if she’d
sought to bolster the importance and size of
female networking groups instead of what she’s
currently getting herself involved in.
But there’s a double whammy. Given that
the UK has had two female Prime Ministers
in recent decades, neither of whom had
membership to the Garrick, once again Ms
Bendell’s arguments don’t stack up. And when
examining the visible and more secretive who’s
who of the global elite, it’s not an all-male club
by any means.
There’s a further practical aspect to be
considered that makes Bendell’s legal
approach rather heavy handed and lacking in
utility. Women may well win the right to equal
membership. But that does not equate to
guaranteed access to aforementioned movers,
shakers, and power key holders. There’s
absolutely nothing stopping such individuals
from ditching the clubs and holding court in
their own lovely big townhouses and country
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So, let’s recap for a second. Confusion – tick.
Inconsistency – tick. Clarity of messaging – as
clear as Aberdeen fog. Motivation for action
– questionable. Estimated impact – barely
noticeable.
What about the commercial impact upon her
brand? As much as ‘get woke go broke’ exists
(or at the very least can lead to embarrassing
consumer boycotts) Bendell and her brand will
probably experience little to no damage. Gillette
lost a ton of revenue in a very competitive fmcg
sector. Bendell’s campaign however concerns
itself with a club frequented by rather elderly
men that many people don’t even know of,
let alone use. Let’s be honest: this issue isn’t
one that galvanises public opinion and brings
people out onto the streets (even if they were
allowed to).
And this leads me to the most important point
of all in this rather infantile episode. Bendell
has chosen to get legally embroiled in a matter
which doesn’t apply to or interest the vast
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majority of people in this country, whatever
the gender. But her sense of timing also stinks
to high heaven. Just how important is this
storm in a d-cup while businesses and society
are reeling financially and psychologically
from covid19 and the subsequent impact
of governmental decrees? I’ll break it to you
gently, Emily: nobody gives a damn about your
legal pouting and toy throwing.

Brian can be contacted at
lasciviousmarketing.com, found on Instagram
@lasciviousmarketing or phoned on +44
(0)141 255 0769 as he completes his
Women’s Institute membership form.

People couldn’t give a stuff about either a
specific male-only club in central London or
a change to the law. We’ve got far bigger
problems to contend with, such as genuine
mental health issues and economic hardship
to contend with. And I wouldn’t be surprised if
more people were of the opinion that perhaps
there should be far more of a grip on reality
displayed and much less of the ridiculously illtimed virtue-signalling.
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Gold Dickers: Packed

with holiday-season gift-appeal
SC A LA b r i ngs u s th e G e t R e a l by TOYJ OY r a n g e

Christmas, and the holiday gifting season, are approaching
fast, making this the perfect time to stock up on gift-worthy
novelties. That is exactly why Get Real by TOYJOY is introducing the Gold Dickers: golden vibrators packed with gift-appeal
and thrilling power. Whether consumers want to treat a loved
one or themselves, the glamorous Gold Dickers are guaranteed
to hit the spot.

“T

he Gold Dickers
from the Get
Real by TOYJOY
range make luxury
affordable to all.
We wanted to
create an
eye-catching,
fun, and giftworthy vibrator
that makes the
perfect treat for
the upcoming
holiday season.
We selected Get
Real’s best-selling
vibrator silhouettes
and upgraded them
with a brilliant goldcoloured finish. The
Gold Dickers vibes are
both affordable for any
end-consumer - RRP
€29.99 - and profitable
for the retailer thanks
to excellent margins and
attractive net pricing. Though
budget-friendly, the Gold Dickers adhere

The Gold Dickers from the TOYJOY
Get Real collection will be available
at SCALA from mid-October
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to high quality standards, offer powerful
multi-function vibration, and are made of
body-safe materials. Making these vibes
not just fun to gift, but also to use!” the
company announced.
The gift-ready Gold Dickers are available
in 3 varieties: Original, Slim, and Stim.
Though each silhouette has its specific
appeal, all feature realistic details and
easy-to-use twist-cap controls. From
pulsing veins to pronounced tips: The
Gold Dickers are packed with lifelike
pleasure, enhanced by a luxurious,
golden finish. Made of premium
silicone, the vibes are also smooth
and silky to the touch, hypoallergenic,
and easy to clean.
“Get Real Gold Dickers are the perfect
seasonal products to upgrade your gifting
stock. These naughty presents are a fun
way to add a passionate touch to your
holiday celebrations. Wrap them up and
surprise a loved one with a sexy little treat
underneath the Christmas tree, or indulge
yourself with their gold-coloured, allnatural pleasure!” SCALA concludes.
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Lovehoney acquires Swiss

online lifestyle retailer Amorana
T h e f o u n d i n g tea m o f Amo ra na rema ins with th e co mp a ny

Lovehoney
has completed its
acquisition
of a majority
stake in
Amorana,
one of the
leading Swiss
online
retailer of
sexual
happiness
products.

The founders of Amorana: Lukas Speiser and Alan Frei

F
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ounded in 2014 by Lukas
Speiser and Alan Frei,
Amorana’s mission is to help
everybody enjoy a great sex life.
The store features a curated
selection of high-quality love toys and
lingerie, combined with exciting and
educational information designed to
spark inspiration and discovery. With
a local Swiss warehouse and support
operation, Amorana offers quick delivery,
outstanding customer service and expert
advice. Headquartered in Bath, UK,
Lovehoney is a global direct-to-consumer
brand and e-commerce business. It is
focused on serving couples looking for a

fun and fulfilling sex life. Lovehoney has
achieved strong growth internationally
and holds leading market positions on
three continents, and is the only truly
global brand and online retailer in the
industry. Richard Longhurst and Neal
Slateford founded Lovehoney in 2002
and remain significant shareholders.
Since 2018 Lovehoney has been
majority-owned by Telemos Capital, a
private investment firm based in London,
UK with investments across Europe in
Consumer, Business and Healthcare
services companies. With the backing of
Lovehoney, Amorana will further cement
its position as the number one player in
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Switzerland. Amorana also sees opportunities
for expansion into other European countries
where it can use its expertise to grow the
market for sexual wellness.The partnership
with Lovehoney illustrates the achievements
of the Amorana and Lovehoney management
teams, which have consistently challenged the
market while delivering innovative, high-quality
products and exceptional top-line growth.
Following the investment, Amorana founders
Lukas Speiser and Alan Frei will remain in their
roles as CEO and CMO respectively and will
continue as shareholders of Amorana. Lukas
Speiser, Co-founder of Amorana, expressed
his delight at completing the transaction: “At
Amorana, we always focus on the needs of
our customers and work tirelessly to provide
them with the perfect shopping experience. In
just six years, Amorana has grown from a small
start-up to the leading Swiss online supplier of
lifestyle and sexual wellness products. We’re
excited to be partnering with Lovehoney as
we continue to grow and innovate the online
retail space in Switzerland and abroad.” Alan
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Frei, Co-founder of Amorana, added: “We
started in 2014 with the vision to change
the market for sexual wellness products in
Switzerland. Looking back, we prepared the
ground for a whole industry, bringing it out of
secrecy and into the bedrooms of the Swiss
customers. It has been a phenomenal journey
for Lukas and myself and we’re beyond
excited about our future plans for Amorana
as part of the Lovehoney Group.” Neal
Slateford, Co-Founder of Lovehoney said:
“We are delighted to add Amorana to the
Lovehoney Group. Lukas and Alan have done
a great job growing Amorana to the strong
position it is in today and we are confident that
Lovehoney can help on the next leg of this
exciting journey.” Philippe Jacobs, Chairman
of Telemos Capital added: “Amorana and its
founders share our ambitious vision for growth
and global category leadership. We have seen
tremendous growth at Lovehoney since our
investment a couple of years ago and are
proud to add Switzerland’s leading player to
our expanded Lovehoney Group.”
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pjur customers across the

globe wear masks and show solidarity
m o r e SA F ET Y

pjur sent a strong signal back in May when it launched its
more SAFETY campaign. The company wanted solidarity to
be the core focus of the initiative across the world. Wearing
masks to protect others was a key aspect here. Over 4,000
masks were manufactured specifically for pjur customers
and distributed in more than twenty countries.

A

dedicated campaign was
created to encourage
people to consistently wear
masks and help prevent
the further spread of the
virus. In addition, this symbolic act was
designed to create a sense of solidarity
among pjur customers around the globe
– underscoring the fact that we can only
do this together. Due to strong demand
for pjur masks, further batches of these
high-quality face masks had to be manufactured.
“We would like to thank all of our customers who took part in the campaign
and by doing so stepped up to their
responsibility to other people while at the
same time showing their solidarity with
pjur customers the world over,” explains
Alexander Giebel, CEO and Founder
of pjur.
pjur more SAFETY photo competition:
In addition to this, many customers
followed pjur’s call to take photos of
themselves wearing the masks to show
112
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pjur—more safety

photocontest
that lots of small actions can have real impact.
Today, we’d like to present a selection of the
many photographs we received. The winners
of the photo competition will be announced
during the pjur Digital Days (14-16 October).
More about the pjur face masks: The stylish,
double-layered masks are made of black
microfibre fabric and recycled thread and
feature a yellow slogan. The ear loops can be
individually adjusted, making the masks very
comfortable to wear. The masks are machine
washable at 60 - 90 degrees and can therefore be used as often as necessary. In this
way, we can all do our bit to prevent others
from being infected.
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Can we actually believe that

these success stories are true?
H ow is t he e r o ti c m a r k e t f a r i n g d u r i n g c o r o na virus? Ro bert Strz elecki o n th e current sta te o f a f f a irs

Some might say this interview with Robert Strzelecki, Partner & Executive
Director at distribution company PLAYROOM and owner of two bricks and
mortar stores, is controversial. After all, Robert doesn’t share the optimistic view
on the current market situation that many other trade members hold. And he is
particularly worried about the future of the bricks and mortar retail trade.
How do you evaluate the current situation
from your perspective as a businessman?
And if you look at the market as a whole,
where do we currently stand?
Robert Strzelecki: Unfortunately, the
current situation is not optimistic. The
adult industry is facing lower demand,
particularly in brick-and-mortar stores.
The sanitary restrictions require
store customers to follow a
series of rules, but they are
unwilling to do so. The fact
that fewer customers visit
brick-and-mortar stores may
also be attributed to loss of
employment. I guess that an
erotic gadget is the last thing
they would buy in such a
situation. On the other hand,
I cannot see a dramatic drop
in the number of online store
customers. Here, shopping
flourishes; while brick-andmortar shops remain empty,
the number of online orders is on
the rise.
As a distributor, I can see early
consequences of the pandemic on our
business partners, meaning many close
down or declare bankruptcy. It mostly
applies to companies which rely on

Robert Strzelecki is the Executive
Director of distribution company
PLAYROOM and also a retailer
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shopping with deferred payment. Poor
financial foundations, bad price policy,
lack of instruments for securing the
company against collapse - these things
cause firms to close down.
I think we have already overcome the
first stage of crisis which nobody was
prepared for. Strong players stick to
their positions, weak players vanish, the
market is thinned out, leaving a gap to
be filled. It seems another wave of the
pandemic is coming, and this will be a
test of our readiness.
I must also tell you what breaks my
heart. It is people being nonchalant
about adherence to social distancing
and hand disinfection. All well-known
studies explicitly state that social
distancing is one of the most effective
ways of preventing the spreading of the
pandemic, and hand disinfection is a
way of limiting virus infections. The same
applies to face masks.

In May of this year, you told EAN that you
expected our market to benefit from the
corona crisis in the long term. Do you still
see things the same way today?
Robert: I do, indeed. Many companies,
including our business partners, learn to
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make use of the aid they receive in the
form of governmental financial support for
their businesses. Before, nobody made
use of such instruments as they did not
know about them; they did not know how
to apply for such support, they didn’t have
any idea how to use such instruments. The
pandemic and the so-called hard times
teach us to take advantage of the aid that
is granted. Such lessons will surely make us

But it also seems that our industry has
benefited from the corona pandemic even
in the short term - there is talk of increasing
demand for sex toys from many sides, there
are many success stories from manufacturers
and brands, there is much talk of growth
and expansion.... Is the market for sex toys
a crisis winner?

“ I AM A FR A I D TH AT TH E

WO R D DI V E R S I FICATION MIGH T
S TI L L B E A MYS T ERY TO MAN Y
B U S IN ES S P EOP LE. ”
ROBERT STRZELECKI

more confident and let company owners take
smarter steps in the maze of rules and legal
regulations. This will surely be beneficial.
The crisis caused by coronavirus also teaches
company owners how to anticipate and plan
their business better, also how to spend their
funds more reasonably. I must admit that I
was often surprised seeing company owners
on holidays, thousands of kilometres away
from Europe, while they were late with tax
payments and remunerations for employees.
Today, they give more thought to the economy
and micro-economic indices and take care of
people more.
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Robert: Can we actually believe that these
success stories are true? We must remember
that in our times, social media have a
substantial impact, it is image management,
handled by specialist agencies, it is products
sold by influencers and recommended by
celebrities. I am afraid many of these success

I N T E R V I E W

stories are just the product of PR. I would like
to see true hard data and indices. Perhaps it
is advisable to prepare a survey, distribute it to
companies and ask them.

Are we perhaps celebrating too soon, and the
other shoe is yet to drop? Maybe in the form of
economic decline, accompanied by consumer
restraint?
Robert: The so-called media space is filled with
so much information about the pandemic and
its effects that we can easily
get lost. Some say the worst
is yet to come while others
“AS LONG AS DE MAND
see the end of coronavirus
soon. It is hard to say who
IS HIGH AND SUPPLY IS
is right. One thing is certain,
ADE QUATE , OUR INDUSTRY the retail trade has changed,
and we should brace
C AN SL E E P W E L L .”
ourselves for a reset - I’d say.

Robert’s experiences show
that many loyal customers
of bricks and mortar stores
have decided to buy their
products online due to the
corona pandemic

ROBERT STRZELECKI

Is the sex toy boom during the corona crisis just
a snapshot or can we assume that quarantine,
lockdown, and social distancing have led to
many new customers who remain loyal to our
market for a long time?
Robert: I believe that loyal customers play
a crucial role in any kind of business. In the
times of coronavirus and related restrictions,
we cannot expect loyal customers to be with
us all the time and visit stores, after all it is not
their business now. The fact is that many loyal
customers who did their shopping in brickand-mortar stores have gone online. They
would rather buy things remotely and make
sure they do not get in contact sellers. This is
likely to change the approach to customers and
customer service completely.
The thing is, I know brick-and-mortar sex shops
which do not have their own websites. I wonder
what their owners thought about in the times of
fast and easy profit since they failed to create an
online store.
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Can you already see any
structural changes in our market caused by
the corona crisis? Are there any developments
that have their origin in the crisis or have been
accelerated by it?
Robert: I cannot see any crucial changes.
First of all, many people, including company
owners, have lost their business flexibility and
cannot (or don’t want to) change their way of
doing business. They think they are the only
ones who know how to run this business,
and nobody can tell them what to do. It is
a mistake. You do not run a business for
business but to make money. If you want to
earn, you must adapt. Secondly, I am afraid
that the word diversification might still be a
mystery to many businesspeople. It is mainly
about diversifying methods of production,
sources of supply, the distribution of financial
means and placing them in places other their
business. It is noticeable that big players (I
mean European distributors and manufacturers)
have successfully faced some challenges
caused by COVID-19 and easily implemented
modifications. It reflects well on their owners
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 0 / 2 0 2 0
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and their vision for the future. In everyday
terms, I have noticed a few transfers of persons
from one company to another and a couple
of goodbyes in general. I reckon that these
changes resulted from a need to restructure a
specific company or were a result of personal
decisions. The time when people worked for
30 or 40 years in one workplace is typical of
the 1970s.

Robert is convinced
that the industry
will be much more
professional after
the corona crisis

love to establish relationships with customers.
We are really good at that.
At this point I must stress that consumers who
switch to websites make the most of these
platforms: they buy via social media, they write
e-mails, they get active on the stores’ blogs.
This gives stores a lot of possibilities and we
take advantage of them.

“ THE FAC T IS THAT MANY
LOYAL C USTOME RS W HO
DID THE IR SHOPPING

At the beginning of
the crisis, there was a
discussion about the
dependence of our industry
on China. What is left of this
discussion?

IN BRIC K- AND- MORTAR

People are wondering whether all those
customers who have switched to e-commerce
will ever return to the bricks and mortar retail.
What can you report from your bricks and
mortar stores?
Robert: As I’ve already mentioned, many
customers have switched to online stores.
I can confirm that. But I also have certain
doubts. Regarding two brick-and-mortar stores
which I own, only one recorded lower traffic
compared to the period before the pandemic.
In the second store - it is the opposite. This
results from the nature of the store and its
relatively specific group of customers. In our
stores in Warsaw and Poznań we do not
just sell products, but we also serve as a
social platform: we organise meetings and
workshops, we celebrate anniversaries, and we
120

Robert: Everyone who
orders goods from China
STORE S HAV E GONE
knows that supplies were
ONL INE .”
actually non-existent in the
lockdown period. There
ROBERT STRZELECKI
were no supplies, there
were no goods, nobody
could even say when
shipping would be possible again. It was a
clear sign that our dependence on the Chinese
market is so great that we cannot do without
it. This dependence is our own choice because
we get things cheaper there, so we want them
cheaper. The question is if there is anyone in
Europe who could replace Chinese suppliers.

What the corona crisis has definitely changed
is the way we work together in our industry. As
we all know, personal meetings at trade fairs,
in-house exhibitions, customer visits, etc. were
no longer possible; instead, everybody had to
switch to digital communication. Do you think it
will be like it was before the crisis again?
Robert: It is a very good question and I am
happy EAN can be a platform for discussing
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various easy and difficult issues. There are two
matters worth mentioning at this point.
First is the fact that organisations which
cannot make changes simply disappear. They
disappear because they do not adapt to new
situations and possibilities. Therefore, every
new situation, new economic environment,
every crisis must be a reason for implementing
structural, procedural, and systemic changes
within the organisation. This is what we call
management through crisis. From this point of
view, we must be happy that EAN took the role
of a major supplier providing us all with access
to information. We will cry when October
comes and eroFame is not taking place. I will,
for sure. Will it be held in 2021? Or will it maybe
take place in another month? Or will it perhaps
not take place at all? In my opinion, the industry
would suffer an irreparable loss if we did not
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have a possibility of meeting in person once a
year during a large and well-known B2B trade
fair in Hanover. I keep my fingers crossed for us
meeting live during eroFame.
Another thing is that the adult industry is alive
because there are active producers, operable
warehouses, effective online stores and brickand-mortar shops; there are well-known brands
and there is demand for erotic gadgets. As long
as demand is high and supply is adequate,
our industry can sleep well. The thing is that
demand is determined by numerous factors,
including economic factors. Would consumers
rather buy medicine or erotic toy in these
times? We could ask fortune tellers, but they
aren’t that reliable either.
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This is definitely a sign that the sex toy industry

is more accepted in the mainstream
Easy Toy s d e f i e s r e s i s ta n c e a n d be c o m e s s p onso r o f FC E mmen

When did EasyToys make the decision
to become a jersey sponsor of a football
club in the Dutch Eredivisie (highest level
of professional football in the Netherlands)?
Eric Idema: We were approached by
the football club FC Emmen as they
were looking for a new shirt sponsor and
reached out to us. We got off to a great
start during the first meeting and discovered that we have many things in common. FC Emmen likes to do things a little
differently, just like us, and they are also
in the process of breaking taboos. There
was a mutual connection and they made
an offer we couldn’t refuse. There was
only limited time left before the start of the
new season, so we started to prepare the
press announcements and the logos on
the field and the shirts.

Eric Idema is happy
to be a sponsor of
Dutch football club
FC Emmen

The Dutch football season has only just started, and this year, the
new jerseys of FC Emmen bear the logo of sex toy brand EasyToys.
However, the way to getting that logo on those jerseys was far from
easy as the Dutch football association tried to veto the sponsorship
deal. When the story gained traction in the media even outside of
the Netherlands, the association started to feel the pressure, and
there was an outpouring of support for the football club. Ultimately,
the Dutch football association yielded. Eric Idema, head of EDC and
owner of the EasyToys brand, takes us through the events of these
past few weeks.
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Why did you choose FC Emmen? Did
you also approach other football clubs?
Wouldn’t FC Groningen have been the
better choice for you because of the geographical proximity to your headquarters?
Eric: I was born in Emmen and I still live in
the same region, so that connects me to
this football club. I admire their ambition
and they allowed us to become the main
sponsor for the next season. We are
already sponsoring FC Groningen and I
enjoyed the partnership with this team.
We can help a local football club and
get some exposure in return. So, when
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FC Emmen offered us this deal, that’s what I
thought: It was a great chance to help the club
financially and benefit from the exposure at the
same time.

How did the talks with the club’s management
go? Did you have to do a lot of persuading?
Eric: No, not at all. They approached me and
the meetings went very smoothly. We both
agreed that it would be a perfect match. I
want to share my success with local clubs
and companies that could use a little support.
FC Emmen is a small, professional club, and
they struggled due to limited income since the
outbreak of coronavirus, so I thought it was a
win-win situation. I support them financially and
get a premium position on the T-shirts in return.

The media says that EasyToys would have paid
more than half a million euros to FC Emmen
every season to have their logo the club’s shirt.
Is that correct?
Eric: It’s a story that started to a life of its own.
We never mentioned any figures and a lot has
been said and done about this subject. We are
very happy with the deal we made. It is for a
significant amount, and it will support FC Emmen this season. This sponsorship deal keeps
them from having to go to the government for
support.

Apparently, you quickly reached an agreement
with the club, but then the KNVB (Koninklijke
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Nederlandse Voetbal Bond - the Dutch Football
Association) came along and stopped the deal.
Why? What was the reason?
Eric: At first, the KNVB did not agree with
EasyToys being the main sponsor as we were
associated with the sex industry, according to
the KNVB. This is against the rules in the agreement that the KNVB made with all the football
clubs in the premier league. They believe that
football players are an example for children and
that they should not unwillingly be confronted
with the EasyToys logo.

Did the KNVB’s decision come as a surprise
to you?
Eric: On one hand, it was very surprising as we
are already a sponsor of FC Groningen, another
football club in the premier league. And also
because we believe that there is a difference
between selling sex and selling products to
improve sex. Our company is well accepted,
and we have worked hard to build a
reputation for ourselves as a sophisticated
and trustworthy company. On the other hand,
the struggle is much harder for an erotic
company to take the first step in new
territories. We understand that it wasn’t
an easy decision for the KNVB as there are
still many taboos and misconceptions
surrounding our industry.

Surprisingly, the KNVB decided to accept the
sponsorship deal in the end. Why did they
change their mind?

I N T E R V I E W

“ W ITH THIS STE P, W E
HOPE TO BRE AK THE

TABOOS AROUND SE X AND
SE XUAL ITY. HOPE FUL LY,
THIS W IL L AL SO HE L P

INSTIGATE A MORE OPE N
C ONV E RSATIONS ABOUT
THIS SUBJE C T.”
ERIC IDEMA

they would allow EasyToys as the main sponsor
for one season and that they will decide on
a potential longer sponsorship agreement in
December with the members of the KNVB.

A first in the Dutch
Eredivisie: FC Emmen
enters the pitch donning
EasyToys jerseys

Eric: After the KNVB announced that they did
not agree with EasyToys as the main sponsor for FC Emmen, the media could not stop
talking and writing about it. Even politicians
started to talk about the subject and all supported FC Emmen and EasyToys in this matter.
The KNVB reached out to FC Emmen and
EasyToys to sit down and talk about possible
options to allow the partnership. After a few
fruitful conversations, the KNVB decided that
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Is this another sign that sex toys have arrived in
the mainstream?
Eric: Yes, this is definitely a sign that the sex
toy industry is more accepted in the mainstream. At the end of the day is this exactly
what we try to accomplish on a daily base.
To break the taboos and to show our brands
and products out in the open. With this step,
we hope to break the taboos around sex and
sexuality. Hopefully, this will also help instigate
a more open conversations about this subject.
We would like to see this subject becoming
more accepted in our everyday life, and we are
proud that we are a little step closer to reaching
our goal.
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The pandemic represents

a real-time social experiment
T he So und p e e k s be h i n d th e s ta ti s ti c s o f Co vid a nd sex to ex p lo re co nsumer beh a vio r during a mo dern p a ndemic
Covid quarantine has been this summer’s infamous golden child, but what was
really happening in sex toy and porn consumers’ homes while stuck indoors for
several months? Annie Pecoraro is Director of Creative Analytics for The Sound,
a global brand agency specializing in consumer exploration, brand strategy and
innovation. The company recently published a revealing study detailing the sex
habits of singles and couples during the height of Covid-19. Despite what all those
marketing-hyped sex blogs claimed, the study’s results were not at all what you’d
assume (or at least not in North America, where the study was focused). Titled
‘Sex in the Time of Covid-19’, the study analyzed a series of virtual conversations,
speaking to real people to understand how their sexual behaviors and beliefs
have been impacted since Covid lock downs took effect in Canada and the United
States. During the course of their surveys, participants were asked to give their
sex lives – whether solo or coupled – a star rating from one to five. One to two
stars were indicative of a sex life so non-existent and boring that it would ‘make
Annie Pecoraro, Director of
Jesus proud,’ and four to five stars relayed consistency, playfulness, romance and
Creative Analytics for The Sound
connection. On average, study participants rated their sex lives at around three
stars; not as dismal as feared, though not exactly energized. But on the brighter
side, however, was that whether living alone or with a partner, the lock down allowed many people to slow down
and explore. Though this isn’t The Sound’s first rodeo in the sexual health space, Pecoraro says this study might
be the most valuable for sex toy businesses yet. If you’re wondering about the truth behind Covid’s apparent
boost to sex toys sales, Pecoraro has all the details for knowledge-hungry manufacturers and retailers.

What piqued your team’s interest in
conducting this study? Tell me why Covid’s
effect on sexual behavior was a topic
you felt needed to be researched and
published.
Annie Pecoraro: Honestly? Our interest
was piqued when a team member
dialed into a meeting a few minutes late,
flustered and flushed, and explained with
some real honesty about seizing the ONE
moment in a week – amid kids, pets,
24/7 WFH – that had presented itself for
intimacy with their partner. It got us not
only laughing, but thinking – this person
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isn’t alone! Everyone’s sex lives are
probably being impacted in various ways,
so why not explore it? Plus, we’re a bold,
candid team where pretty much no topic
is off limits during the weekly happy hour
or even in a client deliverable – so this felt
like a natural fit.

Is this The Sound’s first time studying
human sexuality? What initially drew your
team to the sexual health space?
Annie Pecoraro: This isn’t our first time!
In addition to past work with clients in
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the sexual health space, The Sound’s team
has written several series in the past based on
interviews with people in the sex and pleasure
industry, including the taboo subject of ‘Sex in
India’ as well as interviewing an author about
her book on the cultural impact of losing one’s
virginity.
That said, we were particularly interested in
undertaking this topic at this time because
the pandemic represents a real-time social
experiment, and given The Sound’s drive to
uncover human motivation, this opportunity is
ripe for exploration.

In a nutshell for our readers, what were the
general outcomes of the study?
Annie Pecoraro: While we know that a
healthy sex life is intimately tied to overall
health and well-being, it seems that before
the pandemic, the (in)frequency with which
sex happened or its quality went largely
unexamined.
This was all about to change – and let’s just
say, it’s tough compared to pre-lockdown
times. For 34% of people, their sex life has
gotten significantly worse – and some of the
words they used to describe their current sex
life were ‘non-existent,’ ‘solo,’ ‘masturbatory’
and ‘Jesus-would-be-proud.’
A good example quote when we probed
deeper: ‘My partner is too stressed, and we
argue more while quarantined because of all
the sad and scary things going on around us,
131
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proactive talking about their health with sex
partners – 32% expect to do this more.
Hopefully more talking helps in removing the
stigmas that still exist around sexual health and
mental health.

we are lazy in sweatpants all day every day not an environment conducive to feeling sexy’
Not surprisingly, peoples’ individual situations
(relationship status and living arrangements)
have drastically impacted their ability and desire
to have sex at all during lock down, so we saw a
range of mindsets – from waning desire despite
being partnered, to desire but no physical outlet,
to exploratory and experimental.
For those experimenting and exploring, we
see increases in watching paid porn, using
sex toys and sexting. Overall, we see a shift to
greater openness to experimentation, loosening
of boundaries and norms in-home, greater
willingness to trust and an evolution around what
acceptable and effective in satisfying desires
virtually vs. in-person.

A few interesting nuggets – although men were
far less likely than women to say they’d used
sex toys with/for themselves, they expect to do
it much more in the future; women were far less
likely than men to say they watch porn, but they
expect to do it much more in the future.

“ TIME S L IKE THIS FORC E US AL L TO THINK
ABOUT W HAT’ S IMPORTANT IN L IFE – AN D

BE ING AS HAPPY AND HE ALTHY AS POSSI B LE
SE E MS L IKE A GOOD GOAL !”

Was there anything that surprised you about the
results? What do you believe the outcome of this
survey says about today’s sexual health climate?
Highlight any responses or data that you believe
pleasure industry professionals should know.
Annie Pecoraro: I think one of the most
surprising – and encouraging – findings was
that while Covid-19 has definitely had a negative
impact on a lot of people’s sex lives, there’s
no shortage of optimism. People have some
perspective, view this situation as temporary,
and many are taking advantage of this time to
either get to know themselves and their own
desires and pleasure better, or reassess what
they want from their partner. That said, we’re
really seeing a ‘sexual reset’ among people
during this time, and anticipate that the future
will look quite different for most people coming
out of this lockdown.
One of the biggest behavior changes people
expect to make in the future is do more
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What would be the ideal outcome of using these
findings to better our sexual relationships with
ourselves and our partners? Additionally, what
could pleasure industry professionals - like sex
toy brands and retailers, and sex educators
and sex therapists - do to help foster a positive
outcome from the life changes Covid has
caused?
Annie Pecoraro: It feels like it’s time to seize
the moment and bring the conversation about
pleasure into the mainstream. According to our
data, masturbation is something nearly everyone
does, the vast majority of people watch free
porn, two-thirds use sex toys on their own and
over half engage in sexy texting…AND YET,
most people, even sex positive ones, aren’t
talking about sex with others very often. This is
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where the pleasure industry can play a role – not
just relying on tired tropes and innuendos to
open the discussion, but speaking to the heart
of why sexual health matters. Sexual health and
pleasure are a big part of overall health, so let’s
talk about it!
I would hope that individuals can use these
findings (and this Covid-19 reality) as an
opportunity to open a more honest dialogue with
themselves and their current or future partner(s).
Times like this force us all to think about what’s
important in life – and being as happy and
healthy as possible seems like a good goal!

Have you noticed any pleasure brands changing
their marketing or sales techniques since Covid
began?
Annie Pecoraro: Honestly, there are so many
brands we’ve been watching! LELO, Maude,
MysteryVibe, Vush, Dame, MakeLoveNotPorn
and Unbound, just to name a few – many of
them are startups or in growth mode, and as
the pandemic has driven more people to the
category, they’ve responded by embracing
their higher purpose and elevating the dialogue
around pleasure.
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How should the pleasure industry move forward
with the new information presented in your
study?
Annie Pecoraro: If you are a brand selling
products or services in this space we think there
are a few key questions you should be asking
yourselves at the moment:
1. How have people’s lifestyle changes
influenced our brand health?
2. Are there new needs we should be meeting?
(e.g. openness to experimentation)
3. What is going to ‘stick’ and what is not and
can we do anything about that?
4. What is acceptable, potentially more
entertaining and/or more effective in a virtual
world vs. in-person?
5. Am I a brand that meets people where they
are – including those just starting on their sexual
journey – or am I targeted to those with more
experience in the pleasure industry?

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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With respect to further expansion

moves, we have to be patient
NO V U M ta k es o ver th ree lo ca tio ns o f sto re ch a in E GO
Expansion in spite of coronavirus – how
does that work?
Lothar Schwier: The lockdown has
obviously had an impact on the bricks
and mortar retail trade. And even now,
we only hear very little triumphant news
coming out of the retail trade. August
was very warm ... in such warm weather,
who wants to go shopping with a mask
on their face? But as far as NOVUM is
concerned, we can’t complain. Our sales
have been more than satisfying, and
we‘re in a pretty good place - I’d even
say that we are in a better position than
we were before the corona crisis. Many
people have more free time on their
hands because of the current situation,
and many of them have scrapped their
vacation plans for the year, which means
they have time, they have money to
spend, and they want something to
entertain and distract them. That might
include a visit to one of our stores.

Lothar Schwier, founder and
owner of NOVUM Märkte GmbH

NOVUM Märkte GmbH
have strengthened their
presence in the northern
and southwestern part of
Germany by taking over
three locations from store
chain EGO. EAN interviewed Lothar Schwier,
founder and owner of
NOVUM Märkte GmbH,
about this big step, and he
explains why he still banks
on expansion even during
the corona crisis.
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NOVUM has taken over three locations
of store chain EGO. How did this
acquisition come about?
Lothar Schwier: We entered into talks
a long time ago, and they culminated
with us taking over the three stores
you mentioned, namely Schwarmsted
and Bockel in Northern Germany and
Oberhonnefeld in the southwestern
part of the country. It was a protracted
process, and now, we are very happy to

be able to strengthen our position
in the market with these three highly
promising locations.

What exactly makes these three
locations so promising?
Lothar Schwier: Well, first and
foremost, the actual location. Right
near busy motorways, with lots of
businesses around them. There were a
lot of factors that appealed to us. We
wouldn’t have set the ball rolling had
we not been completely certain about
the potential of these locations. Now,
we have to spread the word and let
people know that there are new NOVUM
stores in Schwarmstedt, Bockel, and
Oberhonnefeld.

Two new stores in Lower Saxony and
one in Rhineland-Palatinate - what does
that step mean for your company, your
presence in the erotic retail trade, and
your brand awareness?
Lothar Schwier: Well, the three new
locations are clearly strengthening our
position in the retail segment, and they
are boosting brand awareness in these
regions, which should prove particularly
beneficial in Lower Saxony. So far, we
haven’t had the strongest presence in
the northern part of Germany, with just
one location in Delmenhorst. Now that
we can add Schwarmstedt and Bockel
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to the list, that changes things. And the new
location in Oberhonnefeld will obviously add
to our reach and popularity in RhinelandPalatinate as well.

The NOVUM store in Bockel, Lower Saxony,
is only a short distance from Autobahn 1,
between Bremen and Hamburg

Right off Autobahn 7: the NOVUM store
in Schwarmstedt, Lower Saxony
(north of Hanover)

One might think that taking over established
store locations is much easier than creating
a store from scratch, but is it really that
easy? How long will it take before these three
locations match the interior and exterior
design or your other stores?
Lothar Schwier: No, it is not quite as easy
as people think. Sometimes, building a whole
new store is actually easier than taking over
an existing location. In the case of these
new stores in Schwarmstedt, Bockel, and
Oberhonnefeld, it will take some time before
they fully reflect our concept. And with every
store, we also strive to improve, to try out new
ideas and make our stores more appealing,
more inviting. On top of that, there are things
like cash register systems, the IT stuff ...
yup, that is going to take a while. By our
own projections, work on these locations will
probably continue until the end of the year.

You announced that you would continue on
this course of expansion. Have you already set
your sights on other locations?

The NOVUM store in Oberhonnefeld, Rhineland-Palatinate, is situated next to Autobahn 7
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Lothar Schwier: With respect to further
expansion moves, we have to be patient. It
would be great if the process were easier
and quicker but in reality, it is usually rather
long-winded and arduous. With some of our
locations, we had to negotiate and work for up
to five years before we could open the store!
Obviously, it doesn’t take quite as long when
you take over existing stores, but most of the
locations that are offered to us simply don’t
meet our standards.		
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The technology used to produce the Clone Series

doesn’t create perfection, it recreates imperfection
D i e Cl o n e S eries lä utet eine neue Ära im Ma rkt f ür Sex Do lls ein

The sex doll market is
evolving by leaps and
bounds, but few leaps
have been greater than
the latest innovation
from EX Doll – a brand
that is better known
as DS Doll in Europe
and the United States.
Their new Clone Series
is much more than
just a collection of
super-realistic dolls;
the team use the
biological data of real
human models and
then basically ‘clone’
them. Sam White,
Marketing Manager of
Cloud Enterprises Ltd.,
is the reseller of the
Clone Series, and in
our EAN interview, he
explains why this new
collection is indeed
revolutionary for the
sex doll market.

Harder silicone is
used to ensure the
Clone Series dolls feel
even more lifelike than
other dolls
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Would it be appropriate to call the Clone
Series of EX Doll a quantum leap in the
develop-ment of sex dolls?
Sam White: Most Definitely. The Clone
Series is based upon technology that
has not been used to this degree before.
This series of dolls is based on a real
person in collaboration with WANIMAL,
a photography artist famous for artistic
nudes. Realism on this level, based upon
industrial-level 3d scanning means that
the dolls are an exact likeness of the
person.

On the Cloud Climax website, it says that,
with the Clone Series, EX Doll has moved
away from the traditional definition of sex
dolls - what is so revolutionary about the
new line?
Sam White: Sex dolls have been
manufactured in the same way for a
long time. EX Doll have completely
revolutionised their own manufacturing
processes, moving away from traditional
methods, in order to make a better, longer
lasting and more realistic doll than has
ever been seen before. There are already
some amazingly realistic dolls available,
but what they often lack is the real sense
of humanity. The technology used to
produce the Clone Series doesn’t create
perfection, it recreates imperfection.
The tiny details that make us human;
skin blemishes, scars and asymmetry
in features, all of which have not been
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replicated previously by any doll manufacturer.
These cloned imperfections make a doll more
lifelike without diminishing its beauty and, I
think, adds to their attraction as they really do
look real. For the Clone Series, it is the amazing
technology being used that creates a more
human, relatable product and I think that’s what
makes it revolutionary.

What about the new Clone Series sex dolls
makes them more realistic or more human-like
than what’s on the market so far?
Sam White: EX Doll is at the cutting edge
of companion doll technology. Their EX
Summit Series is a fantastically lifelike range
of silicone dolls, which was the follow on from
the Evolution series. As beautiful as these
dolls are, the Clone Series will be a huge step
up from that in terms of visual realism. The
Summit series are based upon using similar
manufacturing techniques but the dolls being
produced are not clones of real people. They
have been based upon manmade sculpts of
what would be considered to be attractive
to consumers and the Queena, Jodie and
particularly Alexa have proved to be very
popular indeed. Jie is the first release in the
Clone Series. Where Jie differs is that she is
human, and her doll is manufactured based
upon her 3d scans. Every blemish and feature of her body is integrated into her doll to
the very last mole. Her human data has been
collected down to an accuracy of 0.03mm so
it is indeed extremely detailed. EX Doll have
been doing research and development on this
technique for 18 months having done many
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To create the Clone
Series, biological
data is turned into
sex dolls
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New from EX Doll:
The Clone Series

tests and prototypes and have now succeeded
in converting the biological data of a human
into real dolls.

The production process of the Clone Series
seems to be very complex. How should we
envision it?
Sam White: It is indeed a multi-step,
complicated process. 3D scans and close up
intimate photo-graphs are taken of the model.
All the files need to be cleaned and improved
to ensure that the next stage is perfect, which
is the creation of the mould. The actual doll
moulds are different from normal in that the
head is integrated. The majority of dolls before
now have had removable heads so as you can
swap and change the look of the doll as and
when you wish. The difference with the Clones
is that EX Doll want you to feel that the doll is
human and have more of a connection with
her. Once the doll has been moulded it takes 5
doll artists 20 days to recreate the painting of
the skin including veins, skintone, pigmentation
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and blemishes onto the doll. The skin is painted
in a man-ner that gives a real depth when you
look at it and the closer you get to her you
can see how amazing the realism actually is.
The blood vessels actually look like they’re real
underneath the skin level. The hair is implanted
into the scalp one hair at a time. She also
has very minute details such as tiny toe hairs
implanted. It is a time consuming and arduous

More realistic, more
humanlike – the technological advances
in the sex doll market
are breath-taking
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process to complete the doll at this once
unimaginable standard.

“ TH E CLON E SERIES IS BA SED UP ON
T ECH N OLOGY TH AT H AS N OT BEEN
US E D TO THIS DEGREE BEFORE. ”
SAM WHITE

The material used for the Clone Series
is a slightly harder type of silicone. What
advantages does this silicone have compared
to other materials?
Sam White: The harder silicone used in the
Clone Series allows the finer detail to be applied.
If you’re not familiar with sex dolls, they have
always been quite a squishy silicone or TPE
material compared to the feel of a human being.
This has a more realistic feeling compared to
touching a human, replicating skeleton, muscle
and layers of fat and skin. Pores, blemishes and
blood vessels which are painted onto the doll
by hand to recreate the level of realism that this
doll gives need a sightly harder silicone to allow
these lifelike details to be applied.

For this new line, EX Doll has entered into
a collaboration with Wang Dong Wanimal.
Who is he and what role does he play in the
development and production of the Clone
Series?

3D scanners are used
to guarantee that the
dolls are an exact
representation of the
scanned person
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Sam White: Wang Dong, known as
WANIMAL is a well-known fashion pioneer
and body art pho-tographer, esteemed in
the photography industry. His photography
style is predominantly nude females and he
aims to photograph women in new ways,
showing their uniqueness. He has his models
in his photography series’ who are known
as WANIMAL Mates, and the collaboration
is based upon several key factors. They
have already collaborated with WANIMAL on
other projects and they are all social media
influencers and have large following in China.
They tend to be fashion models, or work in
fashion and are famous in China.
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Jie is the first doll in
the Clone Series to
be available on the
market; more will
follow over time

How many models will there be in the Clone
Series, and what about their pricing?
Sam White: The Clone Series starts at just
over £6,000, putting it firmly in the top end of
the mar-ket. We currently have one version
available and there are more to release soon.

Is the Clone Series more for experienced ‘Sex
Doll owners’ who are looking for something
new or more realistic or is it also suitable for
beginners?
Sam White: As a top of the range doll with
some very advanced manufacturing and
production techniques, I’d suggest that they’ll
be most attractive to a doll enthusiast or an
existing owner look-ing for a new experience.
Of course, this doesn’t mean that someone
who’s never owned a doll be-fore shouldn’t
buy one, but they will need to be ready for the
commitment needed to own any doll, not just
an EX Clone.
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We have the Clone Series, we have dolls
with artificial intelligence... what else is
there to come?
Sam White: Technology is always advancing,
and as we know, the adult industry is often at
the forefront of tech development. At Cloud
Climax we continuously have our own projects
underway. Some in particular will push the
boundaries of anything that has before been
seen. Across the doll manufacturing industry,
I expect that the next development in adult
dolls will all focus on making dolls more lifelike
in every way. I see this including everything
from external features to sex function, the AI
personalities becoming more interactive and
finally, advances in materials that will make
dolls lighter and more accessible for owners.
I see the realism of TPE dolls being increased
with new manufacturers pushing into the
market and that can only be a good thing
for consumers.
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We need to start taking

better care of our products
A m ina‘s Po u c h c o m p l e te s th e l u x u r y s e x to y ex p erience f ro m sta rt to sto ra ge

It’s 10 PM. Do you know where your sex toys are? If the answer is
something along the lines of ‘scattered in a sock drawer’ or ‘shoved
under the bed,’ the founder of Amina’s Pouch would like to have a
serious word with you. Traci, who prefers to remain semi-anonymous
due to her corporate career, says it’s time the sex toy space gave a
little more thought to vibrator storage than those flimsy, little drawstring
bags included with most luxury products. Just this
year, Traci launched the Amina’s Pouch brand and
her company’s debut product, the ERVAH. The
soft, velvet ERVAH is a travel-friendly, discreet
pouch designed to hold condoms and lube,
plugs and mini vibes, and even your favorite
dildo or large vibrator. While other sex toy storage
brands are aiming for the high-tech market with
UV-sanitizing lights or bacteria-resistant plastic,
the ERVAH recognizes that you can’t exactly
travel light with a thick, plastic sex toy box
the size of a 1990s kids’ Caboodle (remember
those monstrous things, 90s boys and gals?).
The ERVAH even has a triple-strap dildo
holder that secures a silicone dong, rabbitstyle vibe, or large clitoral suction toy with
three velcro straps and a black flap to keep
your dirty secret just that – a secret (except
for the TSA agent scanning your suitcase). In
our humble opinion at EAN, the ERVAH pouch
makes the perfect up-sell for just about any
pleasure purchase. Brand founder Traci has
obliged us her first industry interview to tell her
European audience why her pink and red sex
toy pouches are the new little black drawstring
bags for modern consumers.
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What’s your background as a business woman?
Did you have any experience in working with the
pleasure space?
Traci: I’m an accountant and have been working
in corporate America as a Senior Accountant
for the past ten years. When it came to profit
margins and financial statements, I knew very
well what the numbers needed to be for Amina’s
Pouch to be successful. Outside of my own
frustrations in using adult novelties, I didn’t have
any experience in the pleasure space. I knew
that as a young woman traveling for business
or flying to see friends, discretion was my main
priority when it came to my toys. I know that to
make things happen, you don’t have to be an
expert, you just need to start.

How has the Amina’s Pouch ERVAH resonated
with the market thus far? Have you gotten any
feedback on how much people like it?
Traci: ERVAH has taken off in ways I never
could’ve imagined! When I first launched
backed in February 2020, I quickly made
friends via DM on Instagram and Twitter with
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sex workers, educators and counselors. The
first thing they say is ‘Ohhh, this feels so soft’.
They also share how they’re using it for their
sex toys, cannabis, or for jewelry, which is
hilarious. A lot of support came from those
who were virgins to buying adult novelties.
ERVAH created that experience for them.

Before you created the ERVAH, did you do any
market research on what’s currently available for
storing sex toys? What did you find, and how
did your search results make you feel about this
product niche?
Traci: As a consumer, I searched high and
low for the perfect bag. I can easily drop
$100 on a vibe and the thought of placing
it in a makeup bag from the 90s was very
unappealing to me. There were some dope
things on the market that had UV lights,
but they’re not functional when it comes to
traveling or stowing multiple items.

I wanted to be sure that if my novelty pouch
fell on the floor, my vibe wouldn’t break. It also
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that you prefer your product to be called
a pouch instead of a bag, why is the word
‘pouch’ so important to your branding?

“ I KNOW THAT TO MAKE TH I NG S

HAPPE N, YOU DON’ T HAV E TO B E
AN E XPE RT, YOU JUST NE E D TO
START.”
TRACI

had to have pockets to store items such as
condoms and lube. I jotted down everything
that I personally wanted in a novelty pouch
and ERVAH was created.

In the design phase, how did you decide what
the pouch absolutely needed to include? What
were some attributes of ERVAH that you felt
were an absolute necessity?
Traci: Velcro straps were an absolute MUST!
Not all vibes are the same shape and size.
I wanted to make sure that I could strap
my vibe in place and it remained secured.
Also, I included a napkin so that if the pouch
is unzipped by children or nosey family
members, it would appear to be a toiletry bag
at first glance.

Why did you choose the brand name Amina’s
Pouch? Also, as you’ve previously mentioned
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Traci: Amina is actually my middle name. I read
once that you should hustle for your last name.
Many of the designer labels such as Versace,
Prada and Chanel have created long lasting
legacies using their name. I plan to be a top
luxury brand within the pleasure space using my
name. In regards to using the word ‘pouch’, I
didn’t want to be just another bag!

What kind of sex toy consumer do you believe
will be drawn to ERVAH?
Traci: Every sex toy consumer can be drawn to
ERVAH. From a novice consumer who’s new to
the lifestyle to an experienced sex worker who
knows exactly what sexual experience they wish
to create within their pouch.

What are your company’s values and ethics
when it comes to sexual health?
Traci: First and foremost I am a sex positive
brand. Sex should be something that you enjoy
as long as you are not bringing harm to yourself
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or to others. When you bring luxury to your
sexual experience it excites you. My brand is not
only to make your sex life discreet, it’s also about
valuing yourself. We spend hundred of dollars
on a good vibe and throw it in our panty drawers
or ziplock bags. We need to start taking better
care of our products. Of course, one pouch isn’t
going to house all of your items, but you can
create multiple experiences: one pouch can be
for anal sex; one pouch can be for penetration;
one pouch can be for clitoral stimulation and
one pouch can be for condoms. The possibilities
are endless!

How do you plan to build out the Amina’s
Pouch Brand within the sex toy industry?
Do you have any plans for a second style of
pouch in the future?

platform. Blogs are constantly uploaded to the
site and I heavily push safe sex across my social
media platforms.
The second style of the pouch is already in the
works. Look out for updates on my Instagram
and Twitter pages. Follow us @aminaspouch on
both platformsFor those interested in wholesale
orders, they can fill out our inquiry sheet located
on our wholesale website at Aminas-Pouch.com
or email WS@AMINAS-POUCH.COM

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent

Traci: I want Amina’s Pouch to be a lifestyle
brand. Outside of developing pouches for
consumers to have for their vibes, I want them
to know that I’m promoting a sex positive
154
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Exciting news from PRIVATE: the brand’s premium masturbator tubes
are now available in a sleek and streamlined white glossy packaging,
designed to complement PRIVATE.com’s new look and feel.

Why stock PRIVATE?
■ Outstanding Sales Margins
■ Premium Quality Standard
■ Superb Ergonomic Grip
■ Sensual Suction Control

■ Real Skin Technolgy (TPR)
■ Easy to Clean
■ Renewal Powder Included
■ Water-Based Lube Included
■ Established Brand Identity

SUCTION BASE
95

€ 14
RRP
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SHOTS will become an important
player in the lingerie market

A l l u r e L i n gerie a nd SH OTS wo rk to geth er in th e E uro p ea n ma rket
The SHOTS product range
keeps and keeps on growing. The latest addition to
their roster is the Allure
brand in the lingerie segment. Here to tell us more
about this new collaboration are George Makar,
owner of Allure Lingerie,
and Ard van den Brandhof,
lead buyer at SHOTS.

Ard van den Brandhof,
head buyer at SHOTS

Why did you decide to enter into a
distribution agreement with SHOTS?
George Makar: I chose SHOTS for the
following reasons; their strong presence
in the EU market, the diverse collection
of lines that they offer, their continual
pursuit of new and innovative products to
offer to their customers, and their strong
sales team backed by their impeccable
customer service. I can already feel and
see the enthusiasm of the SHOTS team
in how they have done all their research
about Allure, and how they have already
started promoting the line to the market.

What do you expect from this
collaboration with SHOTS?
George Makar: A greater presence in
the European market, a wider distribution
network with marketing geared toward
increased brand awareness. This is
something I was missing in the past,
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George Makar,
the owner of Allure Lingerie

and I am so glad that I have partnered
with SHOTS as I believe they will focus
on promoting the line and opening new
markets for Allure and SHOTS as well.

How long has Allure been active in the
European market, and how important is
this market for your company today?
George Makar: Allure has been in the
European market since 1996, and it
is important in that it provides global
exposure, allowing us to reach greater
markets and giving the company global
recognition.

How do you assess the potential of the
European market in terms of lingerie?
George Makar: The European market
has limitless potential. With SHOTS’
strong presence, leadership, and sales
support, the sky is the limit.
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What are the unique selling points of Allure?
What sets lingerie by Allure apart from
similar products?
George Makar: Allure has always blurred
the line between mainstream and uber
edgy lingerie. Each piece that we create
is inspired by fantasy & the never-ending
quest of women to look and feel gorgeous,
sexy, and mysterious. Allure makes edgy less
intimidating and simply fun. We cater to all
body types, especially as seen in our latest
collections which are one size adjustable.
‘Sexy’ is very subjective, making the power of
our lingerie all the more immense.

Could you give us an overview of your
current assortment?
George Makar: Our current lines are: Allure,
Adore, Kitten, panties, Allure Diva, and Luca
(Men’s). Allure is bold & edgy; Kitten is a
younger line at a lower price point; Adore
is decadently provocative, and Allure Diva
is for fuller figures. Our panty line is a mix
of crotchless/backless lace styles that are
one size - and now also available in different
colours. Luca is our new sensually curated
collection for Men.

How often do you launch new products?
Will all these new products also be
distributed by SHOTS in the future?
George Makar: Prior to the
pandemic, we launched twice
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a year. The current economic situation will
dictate the rhythm of new product launches.

bodysuits to panties. We also like adding an
element of harness body strappings to a
basic style and this is also a trend that we
see continuing.

Could you describe the creative process - from
the first idea to the final product?
George Makar: The process starts with our
designer, Janelle Cadogan, doing research, from
current trends to fabric to trim. Then, we let the
creative process begin. Sketches of designs are
completed, and a lingerie idea is transformed
into a pattern and initial product. Sometimes the
idea and final product are completely the same,
sometimes another idea hits mid-process or
some element of the design is altered along the
way. It is a lengthy but always exciting process.

What are the current trends in the
lingerie market?
George Makar: Soft-cup wireless bras are
still on the rise, especially since ‘stay more at
home’ is the new norm. Ouverte peek a boo
bottoms are a look we are loving at Allure; this
detail ramps up the sexiness of an item, from
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Do you have any tips and tricks for retailers
when it comes to selling Allure? For example,
how should your products be presented in a
retail environment?
George Makar: All of our items are packaged
in a chic box, with the garment having a hang
tag and being wrapped in a poly bag. The
way that the retailer wishes to display the item
depends on the size and style of their store. It
is always a good idea to display some items
on a mannequin or hanging form; this way,
customers get an idea of the product visually
and by touch as well. Allure items also make
for great window displays when grouped with
similar items reflecting the mood of the season
or store environment.

Could you tell us how you came to
work with Allure?
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Ard van den Brandhof: SHOTS
and Allure have always had a
rapport, so when SHOTS
decided to massively extend
their lingerie collection,
Allure was an easy choice.
The communication with
George and his team has
always been very smooth
and professional. SHOTS
has had its eyes on Allure
for a long time, and with
full focus on the lingerie
department, an agreement
was reached.

Will SHOTS be the exclusive distributor
of Allure products?
Ard van den Brandhof: No, SHOTS will
not be the exclusive distributor, there will
be a limited number of distributors around
Europe, but we remain by far the biggest.
Our partnership with Allure will be similar

What does Allure bring to the
table that is missing in your
assortment? What are the
unique selling points of the
brand? What does Allure
have that the other
brands in the market
lack?
Ard van den Brandhof:
Allure products
complement the SHOTS
lingerie assortment by
adding an edgy, sexy look
without losing the romance. A
major USP is the sizing and fit of
the garments which is always true
to size. They take a lot of time over their
designs, for example adding shape adjusters
to their pantyhose, giving them an even wider
size range. The look, feel, and designs set this
brand apart from other lingerie lines SHOTS has
in its assortment.

“WITH SHOTS’ STRONG PRESENCE, LEADERSHIP,
AND SALES SUPPORT, THE SKY IS THE LIMIT.”
GEORGE MAKAR

to the arrangements we have with many
other brands; we stay close and stay in
touch as much as we can. This is something
we value, we’re not looking to add just
another brand, we want to get to know every
detail and make them another branch of the
SHOTS family.
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Will SHOTS offer the complete Allure range or
just a selected collections / products?
Ard van den Brandhof: The goal is to become
more inclusive over the next few months,
adding more styles as we go. The current Allure
collection is now available online. Soon Allure
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2020, Adore 2020, Kitten 2020, and male
styles will also be available. To top that off,
Europe’s best-selling items will continue to be
available, meaning clients who already bought
Allure can keep buying their favourite styles
from a European-based warehouse.

What expectations do you have regarding the
new partnership?
Ard van den Brandhof: With the addition
of Allure, and all the other brands that will
soon be available, SHOTS will become an
important player in the lingerie market. Great

value for money. If it ticks all the boxes, it’s a
yes from us.

If you look at your current lingerie range, how
would you describe it in a nutshell?
Ard van den Brandhof: If we are including all
our upcoming collections, I think we can easily
say that SHOTS has something for everyone,
whatever the size.
We have everything covered, from sexy
body-stockings to romantic lace lingerie,
not to mention fetish wear and trendy, edgy
Insta-worthy styles!

“GREAT PA RTN ERS H I PS GIV E US THE ABIL ITY TO TRULY
LEA RN A BOUT EACH BRAND AND ITS PRODUC TS.”
A R D VA N D E N B R A N D H O F

partnerships such as this one give us the
ability to truly learn about each brand and
its products. This means we can go a step
beyond our competitors, offering in-depth
product training and helping to create the
perfect assortment for any store.

What criteria do you use to select brands and
products for your lingerie range?
Ard van den Brandhof: Our top criterion is
quality; if the quality is right, the team looks
at how it fits within the SHOTS assortment
and the current market. If it all adds up, we
compare it to the price and check if it’s good
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The lingerie category is growing rapidly at
SHOTS. Does your company have so much to
catch up on in this category, or is it simply that
demand for these products growing so fast?
Ard van den Brandhof: SHOTS has grown
big in various categories, like adult toys and
intimate body-care for example. The success of
these categories takes a lot of time and effort,
so we needed to expand the SHOTS team,
which is still growing. In 2019, the decision was
made to give lingerie a department of its own
to answer the demand from our customers,
who wanted more different styles. SHOTS
still continues to grow, so including a lingerie
department was a no brainer.
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What role will lingerie play for SHOTS going
forward? How much potential do you see for
this category?
Ard van den Brandhof: SHIOTS has a huge
client base from all over the world, which
means they diverge in the items they sell.
However, you will find a lingerie section in
almost every store or online web shop, so
there is a huge potential for the SHOTS
lingerie category to do well. It is an easy and
convenient way for our customers to shop for
all the products they need in one place.

Will your new partnership be accompanied
by special marketing activities? And what
about POS materials for Allure?
Ard van den Brandhof: One thing
SHOTS is renowned for is its
personal approach towards clients,
so of course, all clients will be
informed on upcoming collections.
Allure has provided the team with
an in-depth training on the brand and
its products. The SHOTS team is now
ready to pass this knowledge along, so
don’t hesitate in contacting Maura Claes to
discuss training possibilities via Zoom or any
other programme.

What are your plans for the rest of this strange
year that will forever be remembered for the
corona crisis?
Ard van den Brandhof: There are a lot of
plans for thengerie department, mostly focused
on creating own brands and styles. This is
something worth keeping an eye on.
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I am excited to be able to share that we are launching

our JO Xtra Silky - an ultra-thin silicone-based lubricant
N e w prod ucts a n d th e ‚ n e w n o r m a l ‘ - S y s te m JO in 2020
If you want to take part in System JO’s
second Virtual Training Week, (October 19
to 23), contact Matthew Wright (mwright@
systemjo.com) via e-mail

Rebecca Buffham, System JO’s
European Sales Manager

In this EAN interview,
System JO’s European
Sales Manager, Rebecca
Buffham, looks back at
an eventful nine months.
On one hand, System
JO has launched new,
successful products in
2020, on the other hand,
the brand had to deal with
the unexpected challenges
of the corona pandemic.
But there are still a few
months to go in 2020, and
Rebecca also tells us what
System JO has planned for
fall and winter.

Would you give us an overview of
the products you have released this
year so far?
Rebecca Buffham: At the beginning of
the year, we were excited to launch 2
new flavours within the Gelato range: our
White Chocolate and Raspberry Truffle
and our Double Decadent Chocolate,
both available in a 30ml and 120ml size, to
compliment the current 5 flavours we have
in the Gelato range. The formula is created
around a base that is sugar, paraben, and
propylene glycol-free for a gentle glide that
is never sticky or tacky and has no after
taste - a great transitional product to stay
present in the moment between oral play
and intimacy. We have also re-launched
our Warming and Cooling lubricant lines;
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not only have we improved the formulas,
but we have also updated the packaging
design. We had a lot of retailer feedback
that our current warming and cooling
options were very hard to identify in stores,
i.e. it was hard to tell them apart from a
standard lubricant, so we listened to the
feedback and made the packaging much
clearer and more obvious across the range.

Has the Corona pandemic caused any
delays or problems with your products or
new launches?
Rebecca: The pandemic has meant
that we have all had to adjust, and in
all honesty, yes, we had some delays,
generally not with product launches but
with current stock. With the demand for
hand sanitizers now being astronomical
across the globe, the demand for bottles
has been huge. As we are a lubricant
supplier, it has had an impact on supply,
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however to counteract this, we have now
committed as a company to having a full
year’s worth of inventory on hand, so that
this issue does not affect us again in the near
future and as you read this, we should be
back to full stock levels. It hasn’t affected any
brand-new launches, however it has meant

Brand-new: JO Xtra Silky – available
from late October / early November

Many manufacturers and brands in our market
have reported that there has been increased
interest in their products during the lockdown
and quarantine. Was it similar for you?

“ L ATE R IN THE Y E AR, W E W IL L BE OFFE R ING
SOME NE W E XC ITING GIFT W ITH PURC HAS E
ITE MS TARGE TE D AT THE E ND C ONSUME R ,

BRINGING THE M E XTRA VAL UE AND HOPE FU LLY
DRIV ING SAL E S FOR OUR RE TAIL PARTNER S .”
REBECCA BUFFHAM

that we had to delay some of our special
promotional packs. The next one will now
be launching in November, just in time
for Christmas!

Which unique selling points and features do
these products have to offer?
Rebecca: I think the Warming and Cooling
re-design has gone down very well, this was
driven by all the feedback from our customers,
and I know they are happy that we have
listened and finally made the update!
Also. the White Chocolate and Raspberry
Truffle has been a hit! I believe it’s a new
unique flavour to the market, and we pride
ourselves on our innovative flavoured
lubricant lines.
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Rebecca: To be honest, we were expecting a
decline given the pandemic. In March and April,
we were down, however only marginally and
definitely not as much as expected. In Europe,
our exclusive distribution partner Eropartner
stayed open during the whole period so this
helped tremendously. Since May, sales have
turned around and we have seen steady growth,
with sales rising each month. As a matter of fact,
we have seen some of the biggest sales months
within the last 2 years.

Surely you would have presented new products
at eroFame, which, as we all know, had to be
cancelled. What are these new products? What
can you tell us about them?
Rebecca: Indeed, we had planned on launching
a NEW line at the eroFame show. I am excited to
be able to share that we are launching our
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JO Xtra Silky – an ultra-thin siliconebased lubricant. JO Xtra Silky is a superslick, thin lubricant formulated with high
quality silicone for a long lasting glide
and fortified with Vitamin E to moisturise
during intimate pleasure. We had a lot of
feedback that customers were looking
for a thinner / lighter feeling silicone
lubricant, so this will sit nicely alongside
our current Premium Silicone Lubricant,
which has a thicker, buttery texture. The
new Xtra Silky will be available in 30ml,
60ml, and 120ml and will be available
from Eropartner Distribution at the end of
October / early November.
Before and after: This picture
shows how differently the bottles
look following the update

Corona has completely changed the
way we work together in our industry.
Instead of personal contacts, we now
communicate digitally. How have you
adapted to the new situation?
Rebecca: For our European team, we
were already working remotely from
home with our main headquarters based
in California, USA, so this aspect has not
changed too much for us. However, not
being able to travel to see our customers
is a big difference, and we do really miss
seeing everyone’s lovely faces! With this
in mind, Matthew set up JO’s first Virtual
Training Week during September, and it
was a great success.
We were able to meet with customer
both current and new, and had some
fantastic one-on-one interactions,
and very positive feedback from our
customers who participated. Due to its
success we have decided to run another
Virtual Training Week from 19th – 23rd
October, so please contact Matthew at
mwright@systemjo.com if you would like
to book a session.

The two new flavours in the Gelato line that
launched at the beginning of the year, have
been in high demand ever since
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System JO is known for supporting the
retail trade with promotion materials and
activities. What are your ideas on this topic
for the rest of the year?
Rebecca: Later in the year, we will be
offering some new exciting Gift with
Purchase items targeted at the end
consumer, bringing them extra value
and hopefully driving sales for our retail
partners. I am excited to share that the
first Gift with Purchase item will be a
JO Red Satin drawstring bag, ideal for
discreetly storing a number of lubricants
or even your favourite toy!
We will also be launching a New Special
Promotional Pack in November; it will be
a limited edition so be sure to keep a
look out for this release and get the stock
whilst its available!

What are your standards for your retail
support? How do you ensure that you
provide retailers with the right materials
and measures?
Rebecca: If you are interested in any
of the above promotions, please contact
myself or Matthew directly. For items like
the Satin Bag, there is a qualifying buy-in
level in order for you to receive these free
with your order, and it will be an achievable
level for the majority of retailers. These
are limited items so once stock is gone, it
won’t be back for the foreseeable future.
We are constantly looking for new ways to
try and drive awareness and bring value
to the consumers and retailers, listening to
their feedback on what has worked well,
and what they would like to see more of in
the future. This helps us develop our plans
and we welcome any feedback
or comments.
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This is our main objective - to work

very hard to be a highly efficient company
Mari o Rom e r o o n D r e a m l o v e ’s e x p a n s i o n p l a ns
Mario Romero, the CEO of Spanish distribution company International
Dreamlove, is very bullish about the future of his company and the
industry. As a matter of fact, not even the corona crisis could put a
dent in his plans for growth and expansion. Where does this optimism
stem from? Well, let Mario explain in our EAN interview.

Dreamlove is expanding despite the
corona crisis that still has the world in a
stranglehold. How does that work?
Mario Romero: Dreamlove has a clear
objective which is to contribute to sexual
health by making quality products at our
production facilities in Spain. We are
currently manufacturing the majority of
the products ourselves, which allows
us to guarantee a larger stock than
many other companies can muster.
We are also continuously collaborating
with mainstream companies, leaning
into the idea that a sex toy in times
of crisis is a complement to
happiness. Now more than
ever, it is important that
everyone feels happy,
and sexual health
is one of the most
important aspects
of personal
wellbeing.
Thanks to our
philosophy, we
reach places
that, just a
few years
ago, were
impossible

to reach. So, we improve sales while at
the same time improving people‘s sexual
health.

How did Dreamlove get through the past
months? How has the corona epidemic
affected your business?
Mario: During the first 10 days, when
the government decreed the state
of alarm in Spain, it was a nervous
situation, with everybody thinking about
ways to continue offering products
to millions of homes. We have been
thinking and analysing many factors.
After two weeks of meetings, we got in
contact with many sexual associations,
city councils, and politicians, and in
addition to that, we were launching a
range of products exclusively for the
pharmacy channel. After two months
of lockdown, Dreamlove had already
sold four times more than last year. And
throughout the entire confinement phase,
we sold an incredible record number of
masturbators and vibrators to millions of
women and men. We are happy to be
able to contribute in some way to sexual
health and to have been able to improve
people’s lives in moments such as these.
Not everything was easy. As mentioned
before, during the first 15 days, it was a
total chaos and we even thought about
reducing personnel in the production
lines. Fortunately, the government
allowed the sale of products over the
internet, and although we had many
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“ I DON‘ T THINK THE DISTRIBUTION

BUSINE SS HAS C OL L APSE D. I THINK IT

HAS ADAPTE D, THE SAME AS THE RE ST
OF THE BUSINE SS SE C TORS.”
MARIO ROMERO

inspections, we have been able to reach
millions of homes.

The media - and many manufacturers as well have reported that the lockdown has led to a
rapid increase in demand for sex toys. Could
you make a similar observation?
Mario: Yes, of course. As I mentioned
in the previous answer, the increase in sex
toy sales has been very notable. And being
producers in Spain, we have been able
to keep stock levels high and deliver to
thousands of businesses every day.

What will happen to the erotic market now?
Will it remain crisis-proof even in a possible
worldwide recession?
Mario: Fortunately, the human mind has
constantly evolved over the last few years.
This is not only applicable to the sex toy
sector, but across the board in general. Online
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sales guarantee consumer safety, and the
fact that many people can order sex toys
from home without having to go to a store will
promote consumption in our sector.
To clearly answer your question, I can tell you
NO, I also think that demand for toys in our
sector will increase. People are more adept
with new technologies, but I also have to say
that people are more aware of how quickly
life passes and how important it is to promote
happiness to avoid the development of
diseases. If we talk about sexuality - at the risk
of repeating myself - it is scientifically proven
that sex reduces the risk of diseases such as
cancer. It is also important to have a good diet
and a healthy lifestyle. This means we live in
a world in which we have realised that living
happily is the most important thing. The erotic
toys sector plays an important role because
it allows many couples to improve their sex
lives. Today, everyone talks about group sex,
orgies, clubs, etc. but not all couples want to
live these experiences; instead, they prefer to
live a fulfilling sexual life as a couple. That‘s
what companies like Dreamlove are for.
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Back to your expansion strategy: Distribution
has been considered a tricky business for
years, seeing how the traditional supply chain
(manufacturer-distributor-retail) continues
to come apart. What does it take to be
successful in this business segment today?
Mario: I don‘t think the distribution business
has collapsed. I think it has adapted, the same
as the rest of the business sectors.
I have heard for some years that many
distribution companies made a lot of money
and generated a lot of wealth in the old
days. I think the secret is to adapt to a new
world. The most important thing is to have
a business philosophy without having the
goal of becoming a millionaire. Otherwise,
no company can succeed. In the past things
were done one way and today, they are done
in a very different way. In addition, there
are new technologies, there is more global
communication, and there are no borders.
I believe that the world of distribution will
become increasingly professional, with
companies that are committed to serious
distribution and that have the necessary
capacities. This is our main objective - to work
very hard to be a highly efficient company.
In our sector, many people do not want to
commit to such an extent. It is understandable
because this is a philosophy of life that not
everyone will follow. I think it is important
to find a balance and understand that we
are here to serve thousands of businesses.
We have to be able to help our clients earn
money and also always tell the truth and be
completely transparent.

Where do you see room for growth and
expansion? Is demand for sex toys increasing
in general? Or are there specific markets that
you have not served so far?
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Mario: My vision is that expansion should be
driven by increasing customer demand. We
can only do this in Spain and in nearby countries, but mainly in Spain. I believe that if we
want to make many people see sex toys as
normal and necessary objects of pleasure, we
have to find ways to increase the number of
people who believe in our philosophy. Surely
there are other companies in Europe that do
the same as us in their home market. It is perfectly normal; a company is usually strongest
in its country of origin.

In a press release you announced that you are
investing 35 million euros in new facilities
at your headquarters in Alcalá de Guadaira.
Can you give us some details? What exactly
are you building?
Mario: Yes, of course. In 2018, Dreamlove
bought a 25,000 square metre plot in the
logistics park of Seville, near the airport, with
daily connections to other European cities.
In 2019, we analysed our production needs
and the necessary facilities that would allow
us to have greater control of our inventories.
The building project was completed in
February of 2020. Just before the pandemic.
Fortunately, we have been able to outdo
ourselves on the facilities, so we have even
greater production capacities. The 35 million
euros you mentioned are mainly for one
building that will offer 10,000 square metres of
internal production areas, logistics and picking
spaces, offices, and also a larger showroom
than we currently have. In addition, we will
add to our picking system with four automatic
robots, and we will have a large cardboard
shredding system (this allows us to contribute
to environment protection and reuse excess
cardboard.) Also, we will have a much larger
parking area for employees and customers
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This allows us to meet the needs of our
customers 100%. They are brands based
very much on the needs of individual
countries, even individual regions within Spain;
a store in Madrid is not the same as a store
in Ibiza, there are very different concepts and
needs. We are the first company that seeks
customer profitability by launching brands for
which our own customers have contributed
ideas and designs.

Is this output of new brands and products a
result of your investment in two production
lines at your headquarters?
Mario: Yes, exactly. As stated above, we are
meeting our production objectives, and we
can produce toys in Spain safely, guaranteeing
ample stock.
who visit us. It is a large-scale project that
is already underway, and we plan for it to be
finished by the end of the year, so we can start
working in the new facilities in March 2021.

You have also announced that you will launch
more than 50 new brands in the remaining
months of the year. What exactly are your
plans? What can the market look forward to?
Mario: They are brands that were already
planned since the beginning of 2020.
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What are the advantages of in-house
production? Better quality control? A better
ability to react to fluctuations in demand?
Less dependence on suppliers?
Mario: There are many factors, but the most
important thing is to have control over quality
- to create a safer product for our customers.
In combination with the stock levels, the final
result is a guarantee of good sales among
our clients.
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It was important to take

the brand to the next level

L e i gh D e d h a r tells us a bo ut th e la test develo p ments a t Do x y
The main focus of this
interview is Doxy’s
rebranding effort but
obviously, our conversation
with Leigh Dedhar, the
Director of the British
brand, also touches upon
the year’s biggest topic:
the COVID-19 crisis. Good
news: Doxy seems to have
weathered this crisis rather
well, and as Leigh tells us,
that has a lot to do with
the fact that the products
are produced in-house in
Great Britain. This makes
the company less
reliant on foreign
suppliers.
But what
about the
consumers?
Are they
willing to
pay more
money for
a domestic
product? Leigh
Dedhar has the
answers.

Leigh Dedhar,
Director of Doxy

Apart from e-commerce, the corona crisis
has also led to increased demand from
many manufacturers of sex toys. How
has Doxy experienced the last months?
Leigh Dedhar: Here at Doxy, we have
also been very fortunate to experience
the same as many other manufacturers.
Thankfully, we produce products inhouse, that allowed us to rely far less
on third party suppliers. Even so, the
demand has exceeded our current
capacity, meaning we’ve had to expand
our facilities and recruit more people.

What is your explanation for
this development?
Leigh: I believe retailers
and distributors had
to make difficult
decisions on which
brands and products
to support. In the old
normal, I noticed a
much deeper portfolio
of products available. In
this new normal, I get the
impression that a simpler
selection is offered. A
high-ticket item, midpriced item, and a
budget-friendly
option. Our
strategy
was to
work

hard to ensure Doxy was at the forefront
of people’s minds. It also helped that we
are a relatively new brand which is fresh,
combined with a totally new refreshed
look in packaging.

And how will things continue in the
future? Will the market for sex toys remain
crisis-proof or will it also be negatively
influenced by a weak world economy and
consumer restraint?
Leigh: That is the million-dollar question,
right?! At the start of the crisis, it seemed
that the sex toy market might not be crisis
or recession proof. Particularly so when
brick and mortar stores were forced to
close their doors. However, it’s amazing to
see how quickly retailers adapted to the
new way of operating - shifting to online
and even curb side collections. Brands
adopting video conferencing and social
media to get their products appears to
have been well received by the industry.

You produce in Great Britain. Did that
give you an advantage during the
corona crisis? And is it conceivable that
consumers will pay more attention to
factors such as production locations,
working conditions, sustainability,
resource conservation, etc. in the future?
Leigh: I do think there is a strong
percentage that consumers put more
value on products being manufactured
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in Great Britain. I also believe that what a
brand stands for and their message out into
the market plays more of a contributing factor.
I’m not sure if that is because Doxy is made
in the UK warrants a higher price; however, I
believe consumers are aware there are higher
costs associated with this. e.g. labour and
components. That being said and this maybe
just me, but if I fall in love with a product, it
doesn’t matter what the price is. The way the
company acts or portrays itself, what it stands
for, but also produces a high quality product,
these would far outweigh the location where it
was made.

Doxy has recently been rebranded. Why was
that step necessary?
Leigh: It was essential for my sanity! Jokes
aside, it was important to take the brand
to the next level. When we did some focus
studies and research where our opportunities
lie, it was down to the disconnect between
price point and perceived value. The original
packaging and branding were very much
disjointed, and nothing really connected the
dots. We wanted to blend everything together
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so that when a consumer saw marketing
materials, packaging, the website and heard
the name Doxy, it all flowed. We believe people
buy with their eyes firstly and if the packaging
looked dated or was missing information or
simply didn’t match the price point, we’d have
failed. Take Tiffany for example - it’s a brand
known for its beautiful packaging that most
people keep and never discard.

Rebranding is about much more than just
a new logo and the like. How deep do your
rebranding efforts reach into your business?
Leigh: Part of our rebranding process was to
really connect with who we are as a brand.
What do people think of when they hear the
name Doxy. Who is the target audience and
why? It was really hard for us to pinpoint this
as Doxy is Doxy. It’s not trying to be anything
or target anyone in particular. We wanted
to ensure that our branding did not isolate
any particular person. It’s evident that in our
industry some brands target particular group
sets and that’s probably the right way to do
things? You can focus and really define that
message if that makes sense? For Doxy, it
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has always been a mission
statement to appeal to
anyone and be used in any
way they choose. It is with
that in mind, our packaging
remains fairly neutral, but a bit
more refined and towards the
premium look.

How will the rebranding be reflected
in your marketing, advertising, POS
materials, packaging etc.? How will
you communicate the new brand
message?
Leigh: This is stage two now that
packaging and brand guidelines
are implemented. Our photography
also needs to get this across. After
almost 2 years of the process, it
became clear that we should lean
towards product led photography
and not so much on lifestyle e.g
with humans in the shots. We want
the emphasis on the product, the
details, the quality, the material
and the aesthetics of the product.
Letting the user imagine how they’d
like to use Doxy.

How important is it to be perceived as a brand
in today’s market?
Leigh: I would say it’s one of the most pivotal
aspects of being successful or not. In today’s
world, it’s very easy to offend or put something
out there that is misinterpreted, especially
on social media. Negativity can spread like
wildfire and can often take years to shake
off. If a brand has a reputation at treating its
employees badly or not valuing their efforts,
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you’ll see productivity decline. Why would
employees continue to go above and
beyond if their managers don’t care? If a
company appears to not show any love
through customer service, why would the
consumer go on to recommend the brand
to their friends?

Doxy also has a new website. Did you
build your new website completely from
scratch or is it an optimised version of an
old page?
Leigh: During lockdown, I personally
rebuilt the website from scratch. It was
fun to do, as it has been a few years
since I had practiced development.
The reason why we rebuilt the site
was because we found that putting
ourselves in the consumers shoes,
was hard to figure out what is what.
Once on the website, you couldn’t
understand the differences between
each model. This ultimately led to
a low conversion rate and people
exiting the site. Using that as a
foundation helped us restructure
things and am happy to report has
worked. Simultaneously, we have
also been working with our branding company
team to take this to the next level. In the next
few weeks, we will switch to a completely
new website on a new platform and backend.
The difference between the current website
and soon to be new site will be product led,
simplify more, educate and emphasis on the
premium positioning. We also wanted to move
away from out of the box templates to give us
more flexibility to be creative. For example, we
are excited for consumers to customise their
Doxy - choose their own colour of the body,
buttons, collar and the silicone head is pretty
exciting and unique.
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the site is more of a supporting function to
retailers. Consumers are very educated and
like to research before making a purchase.
Looking at the data analysis, there are a lot
of Google searches for Doxy. When someone
comes to our website, we want to ensure that
they’ve made the right decision landing on our
website and go away with more knowledge of
the product.

Is your main goal for this site to spread
information about Doxy and its products or is it
mainly a shop for your customers?
Leigh: It’s a little bit of everything to be honest.
The demand is there to have our own shop
presence as consumers like to be loyal to the
brand buying directly or have more of a sense
of trust with an online purchase. Whilst not our
focus, it’s essential in today’s world. If anything,

“ IF A C OMPANY APPE ARS TO NOT SHOW ANY LO V E
THROUGH C USTOME R SE RV IC E , W HY W OUL D THE

C ONSUME R GO ON TO RE C OMME ND THE BRA ND TO
THE IR FRIE NDS?”
LEIGH DEDHAR

Could you give us an overview of the features
of the new website?
Leigh: In short, product led and not defining.
Easy to navigate and understand the
differences between models. Connect the
price point to the brand image and allow
customers to create their one-of-a-kind Doxy.

What was most important to you while
developing the page? Diverse content, usability
or something else?
Leigh: As mentioned above, it was to ensure
a smooth user experience and blend the new
branding elements.
188
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Asia is well poised for robust
growth in the coming years
I n s i d e th e Asia n ma rket with Ja so n Wo ng
Asia is undoubtedly a
growth market for sex
toys. But how have
the past months of
coronavirus affected
that growth curve? Did
the crisis create more
demand for sex toys,
or have sales suffered
during the lockdown?
And most importantly:
What will happen after the
pandemic? Jason Wong,
Director of Singaporebased distribution
company Durio Asia,
answers these questions in
our EAN interview.

How has the corona crisis affected the
market for sex toys in Asia? In many
countries, the media have been talking
about a ‚sex toy boom.‘ Does such a
boom also exist in Asia?

Over the course of the corona crisis, there
has been much discussion about the
dependence on China as a production
site. Will China remain in pole position or
do you see signs of change?

Jason Wong: Yes, Asia is no different.
People nowadays seem to have a
better understanding of their desires.
The lockdown in some countries here
also helped people rediscover their own
intimate lives. So, there was a surge in
demand for intimate products in Asia, to
say the least.

Jason: China’s existing production
infrastructure remains strong and relevant.
Its network with the rest of the world is
likely to help the country retain its status as
a manufacturer of the world - at least for
this industry - for a while.

In every crisis there are winners and losers.
In Europe, e-commerce benefited during
the lockdown, while the bricks & mortar
trade suffered. Was it similar in Asia?
Jason: Many countries in Asia underwent
lockdown, shuttering physical stores
while allowing less consumer-facing
businesses. E-commerce shops benefited
significantly from these
policies. Many physical shops in Asia
also have an online presence, so
the impact of shuttering their walk-in
stores was typically offset by the
online boost.
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There is a lot of uncertainty because
nobody knows if there will be a second
wave of infections, how quickly the global
economy will recover from the crisis, etc.
Are you worried about this or will demand
for sex toys stay strong, even in a possible
recession?
Jason: Even in a recession, people need
intimacy and pleasure. They could look for
more affordable options, but it’s unlikely to
swing demand in a negative direction.

What conclusions have you drawn from
the crisis with regard to your activities as a
distributor?
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“ THE RE WAS A SURGE IN
DE MAND FOR INTIMATE
PRODUC TS IN ASIA, TO
SAY THE L E AST.”
JASON WONG

Jason: Some SKUs were out of stock in a
matter of days after arrival because some of our
customers began stocking up excessively. That
led to a level of disappointment among other
customers. We have since worked with the
brands, providing them with better projections
so their production matches our demands and
timeline.

options. They are becoming more openminded regarding the different possibilities.
BDSM was once seen as offensive; now, it is
gaining traction in this region, thanks to films
such as Fifty Shades of Grey.

Now that the corona situation is calming down
a bit in many countries, how do you assess the
current situation in the Asian market in general?

Jason: Malaysia has seen healthy growth over
the last 5 years. We expect this to continue,
and countries such as Thailand and Vietnam
will likely pick up the pace, too.

Jason: Asia is well poised for robust growth
in the coming years. Its model is sustainable,
with smaller merchants offering a wide range of
products, finding ways to, and into consumers,
literally.

What trends do you see in the Asian market
right now?
Jason: Consumers are beginning to be more
well-informed about different products and
192

In which Asian countries do you see
opportunities for growth?

And what needs to happen so these countries
can unfold their full potential? Is it solely a
matter of the social acceptance of sex toys?
Jason: As a rule, social acceptance does
help since social perception often influences
the laws of a country. The good news is
that the design, safety, and positioning of
many of the brands is moving in a healthier
and cleaner direction.
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This edition of Monthly Mayhem is about the unique mojo of the erotic industry,
about loyalty and honesty, about family and other values that are near and dear to
Ringo Baginda, the Head of European Sales of British brand Hot Octopuss.

As someone who maintains very close
relationships with customers, how did
you experience the corona crisis with
all its facets, such as lockdown, social
distancing, etc.?
Ringo Baginda: True, it is an absolute
nightmare for the retail trade, but I
played by the rules… working from
home… not visiting customers…
working more with zoom presentations,
Skype, and making sure we all stay
healthy!

What was your childhood ambition?
Ringo Baginda: I wanted to be a
firefighter.

became friends, and I will miss them all
this year as we won’t have eroFame.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Ringo Baginda: Absolutely no idea, but
probably still in sales.

What was the biggest step in your career?
Ringo Baginda: I had many big steps
but running the ZBF office in Wiesbaden
was the biggest step although I was away
from home 4 days a week to work in
Germany. This was the best time… great
colleagues… still my friends … we still see
each other and it was a very special time
I must say.

How did you get into the industry?
Ringo Baginda: Almost 20 years
ago, I started selling videotapes and
later DVDs and toys and I found that
the relationship with customers and
competitors was a real special one. I
never ever had this family feeling with
other industries and to be honest, we
have a special industry. Customers
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Where do you see yourself in
10 years’ time?
Ringo Baginda: Hopefully still in
the business, being a big part of the
great Hot Octopuss family, making
it one of the bestselling brands in
the industry.
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Ringo Baginda
Que sti ons & A nsw e r s
How do you envision the future of
the industry?

Who would you consider your role model
and why?

Ringo Baginda: It will be changing more and
more into online but will always be there, big
as ever. As a company, you need to have a
strong brand and you have to stay innovative
and unique.

Ringo Baginda: Absolutely my Mom, she is
always there for the family - 24 hours a day!

Imagine you have been asked to award
a medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Ringo Baginda: Again, my Mom.

“ S TAY H ON ES T A N D BE YOURSELF

AT A L L TI MES … P EOP LE FORGIVE
B U T N EV ER FOR GET. ”

Which personal success are you proud of?
Ringo Baginda: Being a good father.

RINGO BAGINDA

What do you particularly like about yourself?

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Ringo Baginda: A perfect working day is
when you close your laptop in the evening and
you feel it was great day, and then relax with
the family.

Ringo Baginda: Real friends who know me
will tell you I‘ll be there whenever they need
me. I am very loyal.

Which vice could you never forgive?
Ringo Baginda: Lies.

How do you relax after work?
What song do you sing in the shower?
Ringo Baginda: I am the coach of my son
Giovanni‘s soccer team. I have already been
on the field with the boys for five years.
Saturday is match day! That’s how I relax and
have fun.
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Ringo Baginda: Depends on the mood I am in.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?

M O N T H L Y

M A Y H E M

Ringo Baginda: Has to be an older person I
used to work for, haha.

“ I ‘ L L B E THERE WH EN EVER TH EY

N EED ME. I A M VERY LOYAL. ”
RINGO BAGINDA

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
Ringo Baginda: With my wife and we would
watch a thriller.

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Ringo Baginda: To Spain.

Which three things would you take with you to
a deserted island?
Ringo Baginda: My wife and my two sons.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a
day, who would it be?
Ringo Baginda: My wife! So I could judge if
she is right about things.

Is there anything you would never do again?
Ringo Baginda: Oh, so many things!

Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?
Ringo Baginda: Stay honest and be yourself
at all times… people forgive but never forget.
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